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Abstract 

Membership engagement in the sport, recreation, and private club industry provides insights into 

membership value and organizational stability. The role social relationships play in membership 

engagement is not understood and relatively little research has covered this area. This thesis, 

designed using an appreciative inquiry methodology and action research engagement principles, 

centred around the question: How might The Glencoe Club, a private sport and social club, foster 

social relationships within the club to advance member engagement? It involved virtual circle 

way member focus groups with established and new members to uncover findings and develop 

conclusions and a virtual world café employee session to create recommendations. This research 

contributes to the literature on the role social relationships play in membership engagement and 

can provide a relationship perspective into future programs, experiences, and service planning in 

sport, club, and hospitality industries. 

Keywords: social relationships, membership engagement, private club, sport, recreation, 

membership value 
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Executive Summary 

Background 

The Glencoe Club is a private sport and social club nestled in the heart of Calgary, Alberta, 

Canada. With a membership of 13,000, an average membership tenure of 17 years, and an 

extensive waitlist, one of the organization’s strengths lies in its ability to engage its members 

(D. Hope, personal communication, February 22, 2022). Membership is multigenerational with 

social connections networked in a deep web of interconnected relationships. Relationships are 

one of the organization’s values, yet how this value impacts membership engagement is largely 

unknown or assumed (The Glencoe Club, 2022). This thesis examined the role social 

relationships play in membership engagement, specifically exploring the following question: 

How might The Glencoe Club foster social relationships within the club to advance membership 

engagement? The inquiry also examined five subquestions:  

1. What role do social relationships play in the value of any Glencoe Club membership? 

2. How have club members historically created and deepened social relationships 

through their experiences? 

3. How have experiences and events such as the pandemic influenced how the 

membership builds and maintains relationships? 

4. What could facilitate social relationship building within the club going forward? 

5. What steps does the club need to take to integrate social relationships more fully into 

programs, services, events in the future? 

Literature 

A review of the literature focused on methods of forming and enhancing relationships in the 

recreation and club industries, the influence of the pandemic on social relationships, and forms of 

membership engagement. Key messages from the literature included the opportunity of private 

clubs to create a small population of peers who create stable and long-lasting social relationships, 

and that large population membership allows for the choice of relationships with like-minded 

individuals through a similarity dimension framework (Bahns et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2020; 

Peacock & Selvarajah, 2000). Social relationships were indicated to support the feeling of 

belonging and connecting and positive relationships can support individuals through change and 

adversity (Don & Algoe, 2020; Sauer, 2017; Szwedo et al., 2017). In the context of the recent 

pandemic and its impact on social relationships, the literature suggested the importance of 

facilitating access support for older adult demographics to allow for connecting to social circles 

to increase overall wellness and reduce the negative impacts found on social relationships (Pérez 

et al., 2021). Finally, forms of membership engagement included emotional bonds to places, 

membership renewal rates, positive club loyalty, volunteering, sustained participation, sense of 

community, and social networking as indicators of positive membership engagement (Butler & 

Lee, 2016; Lu & Schuett, 2014; Merry & Simon 2012; Storr & Richards, 2022). 
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Methodology and Methods 

In alignment with the relationship focus of this project, I chose to utilize an appreciative inquiry 

action research methodology. I gathered data collection through two virtual circle way focus 

groups. One circle way focus group was composed of eight full access members whose ages 

ranged between late 30s to mid 80s and who had married in, were multigenerational, or became 

members through the waitlist system. The second circle way focus group included four partial 

access members who were new to the club, had limited experiences, and were moving through 

the waitlist system. Their ages ranged from mid 30s with young families to mid 70s and retired. 

Following the dream and design stages of the appreciative inquiry methodology (Bushe, 2012), I 

concluded the project with an employee world café session. Sixteen diverse department, 

multilevel participants including the inquiry team reflected on the member-generated findings to 

discuss actionable recommendations. 

Data Analysis 

I used the six-step framework thematic analysis as outlined by Braun and Clarke (2006) to 

analyze the data: “becoming familiar with the data, generate initial codes, search for themes, 

review themes, define themes, write up” (Maguire & Delahunt, 2017, p. 3354). I achieved 

validity in this inquiry through the reflection of trustworthiness. By being both systematic and 

reflective, the thematic analysis process provided unexpected insights and interesting findings 

(Braun & Clarke, 2006). 

Ethical Considerations 

As the focus of this project revolved around the role of relationships, how I treated the inquiry 

team, stakeholders, and participants was key to establishing the groundwork toward positive 

relationship outcomes and nurturing current relationships. Ethical considerations included 

clarifying that an ethical review process was taken, freely sharing the Royal Roads University 

Ethical Review Board’s information, seeking guidance on any ethical ambiguity, and 

incorporating any recommendations from this review process (Suri & IDEO, 2015). 

Findings 

Four findings emerged from the member circle way focus groups: 

1. Social engagement drives membership engagement. 

2. Experiences evolve over the lifetime of membership. 

3. Glencoe Club members form diverse relationships at the club, which are fostered by 

common interests. 

4. The Glencoe Club is a safe place. 
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Conclusions 

The five conclusions based on the findings in this research project, the literature, and the world 

café discussions are as follows: 

1. The Glencoe Club, as a sport and social club, will benefit from further facilitation of 

social relationship building of programs, services, and events. 

2. Family experiences are primary drivers of club use and engagement. 

3. The sense of identification through social relationships with members and employees 

advances membership engagement. 

4. A diverse range of facilities, programs, services, and events will support the ebb and 

flow of club usage over the lifetime of membership. 

5. A safe place provides a foundation for engagement. 

Recommendations 

Four recommendations surfaced from the member circle way focus groups and employee world 

café: 

1. Encourage new member integration to support earlier membership engagement. 

2. Further develop the social intraclub program. 

3. Continue to foster a welcoming and approachable environment. 

4. Support varying experiences as people evolve throughout their membership lifetime. 

Knowledge Dissemination 

Knowledge dissemination strategies included presentations on the findings, conclusions, and 

recommendations with senior management, supervisor team, and an employee lunch-and-learn 

session with members of the Recreation department. I also wrote an article on the project for the 

member quarterly magazine that included the inquiry outcomes. 

Conclusion 

The Glencoe Club has incorporated social relationship initiatives to advance membership 

engagement through member experiences such as a whole club fun competition, employee 

training, member safety initiative education in the spring edition of the member magazine and 

complimentary instruction and events. Further initiatives that The Glencoe Club is in the process 

of considering include defining employee roles and responsibilities to address new member 

integration and the development of the intraclub program. Although this direction will 

necessitate budgetary and organizational structure changes, there is strong management support 

for this initiative at this time. 
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This project created an understanding of the role social relationships plays in membership 

engagement at a private sport and social club. If implemented, the recommendations will support 

The Glencoe Club leadership to deepen meaningful connections, strengthen membership 

engagement, and attain organizational stability through times of local and global change. 
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Chapter 1: Focus and Framing 

My action research project was initially inspired by observations of the depth of social 

relationships that existed in The Glencoe Club membership while in my role as recreation 

manager. This depth sparked my interest in exploring the effect that social relationships play in 

membership engagement. 

The Glencoe Club is a private sport and social club based in Calgary, Alberta. 

Established in the heart of Calgary in 1931, The Glencoe Club has a membership of 13,000 that 

is multigenerational and whose social connections are networked in a deep web. The sense of 

family and community that exists within The Glencoe Club is what makes the organization 

unique, and this is reflected in its vision of “being our members’ second home, providing 

excellence in everything we do” (The Glencoe Club, n.d.-a, para. 2). 

This project created an opportunity to reflect on The Glencoe Club’s assumptions around 

social relationships, relationship building techniques, and their role in membership engagement 

and experience. By understanding the role social relationships play in creating membership 

value, the leadership team can use the findings to develop relationship strengthening methods, 

which will maximize membership engagement. This understanding will lend itself in the future 

to also support membership engagement during times of service interruption and as part of future 

expansion opportunities. Additionally, the findings of this inquiry can help to explain the role of 

social relationship building in the private sport and club industry widely, including how this 

understanding affects member engagement, health outcomes, and organizational stability. 

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic impacted all modes of participation 

in The Glencoe Club and led to cancelled or limited programs, events, and services. With 
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multiple closures, access limitations, and Alberta Health restrictions such as social distancing, 

the members’ ability to access and nurture social relationships at their second home was 

significantly impacted. As the pandemic continued, members increasingly expressed their 

displeasure with the situation and were often ill-tempered with each other, front-line employees, 

and management. This situation highlighted the importance of understanding how social 

relationships influence membership experience and how the findings could support not only 

service interruption situations but also general quality improvement processes now and into the 

future. 

Relationships are one of The Glencoe Club’s core values—relationships among 

members, those between members and the employees, and the relationship members have with 

The Glencoe Club itself (The Glencoe Club, n.d.-c). How they utilize The Glencoe Club, the 

memories they have created there, and the pride they have in their membership all contribute to a 

tangible community and institutional relationship. Using the findings from this investigation into 

the role social relationships play in the perceived value of membership, The Glencoe Club 

leadership can apply the learnings in order to deepen meaningful connections, strengthen 

membership engagement, and attain organizational stability through times of local and global 

change. 

As recreation manager at The Glencoe Club, I am part of the Senior Leadership 

Management Team and oversee the recreation programs and services, including fitness, aquatics, 

climbing, wellness, childminding, bridge, and more. My role guides how the programs and 

services are customized specifically for the members’ needs and high expectations. Within The 

Glencoe Club, my department has established itself to be a North American leader in the 
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recreation industry through innovation, vision, and dedication to the goal of exceptional 

experiences. Viewing membership experience through the social relationship lens provided a 

unique perspective that has contributed valuable insights into future depth and development in 

the programs and services. 

In conducting this study, I explored the following main inquiry question: How might The 

Glencoe Club foster social relationships within the club to advance member engagement? I also 

examined four subquestions: 

1. What role do social relationships play in the value of any Glencoe Club membership? 

2. How have The Glencoe Club members historically created and deepened social 

relationships through their experiences? 

3. How have experiences and events such as the pandemic influenced how the 

membership builds and maintains relationships? 

4. What steps does The Glencoe Club need to take to integrate social relationships more 

fully into programs, services, and events in the future? 

Significance of the Inquiry 

The significance of this inquiry became evident during the 2 years of operational pivoting 

and reimagining due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This constant change in operations highlighted 

the importance of acknowledging The Glencoe Club’s rich history in conjunction with 

prioritization of organizational values and vision in coimagining the future. 

The Glencoe Club board members recently completed the next 5-year strategic plan for 

the years 2022–2027 (The Glencoe Club, 2022). This plan identified the high-level goals 

necessary to fulfilling the mission of “creating exceptional experiences” (The Glencoe Club, 
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n.d.-c, para. 2) and to move The Glencoe Club closer to achieving the vision “to be our 

members’ second home, providing excellence in all that we do” (The Glencoe Club, n.d.-c, para. 

2). The plan also included developing key strategic priorities and objectives (The Glencoe Club, 

2022). Management has ensured that operating plans include strategies that will lead to the 

achievement of the strategic objectives and provide a biannual report summarizing the progress 

over the course of the given strategic plan (Glencoe Club Senior Manager, personal 

communication, January 4, 2022).1 For this strategic plan, the board has included long-term 

planning as one of its priorities and objectives. This study supported the strategic process by 

clarifying what assumptions exist regarding The Glencoe Club (n.d.-c), the value of 

relationships, and how the organization can effectively utilize social relationships to move the 

club toward both its 5-year and long-term visions. 

Over the course of The Glencoe Club’s 90-year history, the club has endured and 

overcome many adverse events and obstacles (The Glencoe Club, n.d.-a). From a fire that 

leveled the club in the 1960s to the Calgary flood of 2013 (Bryden, 2001; City of Calgary, n.d.), 

to the COVID-19 pandemic, to the countless renovations and expansions that have required 

closure or limited service and access, The Glencoe Club has recognized the importance of 

maintaining a strong membership engagement process to be able to weather service interruptions 

now and into the future. The outcomes of this study will inform management about methods for 

maintaining and rebuilding positive membership engagement and ultimately membership value 

to ensure organizational stability and sustainability amidst societal and global change. 

 

1 All personal communications in this report are used with permission. 
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Organizational Context and Systems Analysis 

The Glencoe Club is a private sport and social club established in the heart of Calgary in 

1931. As past President of the Board, Robert Birrell, stated, “The Glencoe Club [is] where the 

importance of sport and community intersect, where members are united by their passion to 

athletically evolve and excel, socially gather, and physically unwind, all within our world class 

facilities” (R. Birrell, personal communication, March 17, 2022). Today, the club boasts a 

membership of 13,000 and a long waiting list that results in a membership base that values their 

in-demand spots (D. Hope, personal communication, February 22, 2022). The sense of family 

and community that exists within The Glencoe Club is what makes the organization unique and 

contributes to the average membership lifetime length of over 16 years (D. Hope, personal 

communication, February 22, 2022).  

With world-class sport facilities that include aquatics, racquet sports, fitness, curling, 

skating, bowling, and indoor climbing, the options for lessons, leagues, programs, and training at 

The Glencoe Club are extensive. Specialty services include massage, physiotherapy, and 

chiropractic to support the members in their quest for wellness. With three restaurants and 

banquet facilities, there are ample opportunities for social experiences and events to create long-

lasting memories with family and friends. 

The Glencoe Club also provides the option to add a membership at The Glencoe Golf & 

Country Club situated on the outskirts of Calgary. The Glencoe Golf & Country Club (n.d.) 

offers 45-holes of varied golf terrain across three courses, extensive programs and lessons, a 

world-class practice facility, dining opportunities, social events, and winter programming. Golf 

members must hold, at a minimum, a social membership to The Glencoe Club. From a 
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management perspective, both clubs share a CEO and board, including minimum board 

representation of both locations. Many of the operating departments are also shared, such as 

accounting and communications, but there are also distinct general managers and membership, 

program, and food and beverage teams. For the purpose of this study, the inquiry 

recommendations focus on experiences at The Glencoe Club location only. While there were 

participating members who held membership at both locations and there was synergy in the 

findings and recommendations, the scope of the inquiry was limited to the downtown location 

due to the different employee structure, operating practices, and work cultural differences. 

The Glencoe Club is member owned and governed by a board of directors who provide 

governance, oversight, and strategic direction for the organization. The board, which consists of 

11 shareholders (The Glencoe Club, n.d.-b), is accountable to the membership and is elected by 

shareholders. The board members are elected by the shareholders of The Glencoe Club and, once 

elected, the same board is appointed to be the Board of Directors for The Glencoe Golf & 

Country Club. The majority of board members must be members of both clubs in order to form 

The Glencoe Golf & Country Club Board. All board positions are voluntary 3-year terms, with 

each director eligible to serve two consecutive terms (The Glencoe Club, n.d.-b). The board 

oversees and works collaboratively with the CEO to achieve the visions and goals of The 

Glencoe Club (n.d.-c). The board sets the desired outcomes for The Glencoe Club and the CEO 

is responsible for the implementation of the board’s direction through day-to-day operations. 

Becoming a Glencoe Club member is a three-step process. New members first become a 

social member and can use Food & Beverage facilities and The Glencoe Club Services (pro 

shop, physiotherapy, wellness centre, and golf centre). The second step is to become a house 
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member. House members can utilize bowling, curling, skating, and full sports facility access 

once per month in addition to the privileges of a social membership. House members’ children 

may register in programs 2 days after active members (The Glencoe Club, n.d.-d). The final 

stage is to become an active member. Active members have full use of all The Glencoe Club 

facilities and services and advanced registration booking of programs. Progression from social to 

house to active membership is determined by the board of directors annually after evaluation of 

the natural attrition occurs. There is typically movement of 50 shareholder members per year, 

which keeps the total capped membership at approximately 13,000, including all members of the 

household (D. Hope, personal communication, February 22, 2022). Social and house members 

were considered future members for the purpose of this inquiry as they have limited access to the 

facility and programs and are slowly building relationships through service access. 

The COVID-19 pandemic is only one of the many periods in the organization’s history 

when the club needed to close. What made this situation unique was that the pandemic also 

forced many to have long periods of isolation from their support networks and social circles 

other than those in their immediate household. An understanding of how isolation affects social 

relationships provided insights into the influence that closures can play on the membership. 

In 2020, the organization was forced to adopt many changes, often for short periods of 

time. Many of the changes gave leadership an opportunity to explore experience delivery 

methods that would typically have taken years to implement. Booking lane swimming, virtual 

fitness classes, and speaker series programs are examples of pandemic-inspired programming 

that the membership deem valuable and expressed a desire to maintain. By understanding how 

the relationship aspect was impacted positively or negatively by these programs and changes 
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through explored solutions, The Glencoe Club acquired an understanding of how to complement 

or modify them to support the initial research inquiry goals. 

Stakeholders 

The primary stakeholders of this project included the board of directors and the Senior 

Leadership Management Team who develop the strategic plan, guide programming and services, 

and respond to membership feedback. Secondary stakeholders included active members, which 

are those who have established relationships and years of experience with the club. House and 

social members represent future members, as they have limited experiences and relationships 

with the club and are going through the process of becoming a full member; these individuals 

were able to provide data on why they wanted to become members. This future member 

stakeholder group provided valuable information that will continue to inform prospective 

programming and initiatives, while the active members provided history and strong established 

social relationship perspectives. Employees, although secondary stakeholders, offered input on 

the data provided by the membership. With a focus on care, relationships, and member service, 

employees informed the project on history, context, perspective, and effective engagement 

solutions. 

Systems Analysis 

A clear system understanding can provide insights into opportunities to create the 

environment that supports social relationship building in all areas of membership experience. A 

systems analysis helped to identify how the varying programs and services that members 

currently experience at The Glencoe Club incorporate social relationship building elements and 

the impact they create. How social relationships are advanced through various club membership 
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experiences and the influence of the pandemic and subsequent restrictions to access on programs 

and members’ experiences are illustrated through System Map I – Glencoe Club Membership 

Experiences (see Appendix A). The systems map highlights how sports leagues and ladders, food 

and beverage services, and events offer a greater opportunity for social relationship building. 

Although these are traditionally and structurally social events, they are limited in diverse 

interactions. Often, league members play with the same foursome or partner every tournament or 

event, and members find it intimidating to break into a group (Senior Manager, personal 

communication, January 20, 2022). Leagues, ladders, and events are also the first programs to be 

impacted during service interruptions and are difficult to sustain virtually or remotely. 

Throughout the pandemic, personal training, registered programs for all age groups, and fitness 

classes continued virtually and have been maintained through hybrid models. System Map I 

presented in Appendix A demonstrates how these experiences are limited in social relationship 

building approaches but do have the potential to be enhanced through facilitation such as 

introductions, joining with a friend, and interclub competitions. Through considering how to 

envision programs and drop-in use in a new way, there is potential for further leveraging these 

user groups to develop social relationships. System Map I also highlights how traditionally the 

focus is placed on established membership experiences with minimal attention on how new 

members are integrated into membership experiences. By understanding the pathways and 

barriers to engagement, new members, through either relationships or the waitlist, could be 

positively integrated. Finally, System Map I identifies the ways in which the pandemic 

influenced innovations that have been developed and could be leveraged to maintain connections 
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with members when access is limited due to personal travel, members’ commitments, and 

service interruptions. 

I also conducted a systems analysis on the club’s opportunities and barriers to social 

relationship forming to develop an understanding of how opportunities could be leveraged. The 

influence of spontaneous versus planned experiences, progressive versus varying impact, and the 

outside forces that all affect social relationships are illustrated through System Map II – 

Influence on Social Relationships (see Appendix B). Members may run into one another in the 

hallway in a spontaneous experience for a superficial relationship building moment or meet 

weekly for a lesson over the whole year, enabling their social relationships to deepen. A 

progressive experience, such as a weekly bridge lesson, can be useful for creating new 

relationships versus varying experiences, such as a drop-in yoga class, which makes it more 

difficult to build new relationships. In a progressive experience, formal introductions are a 

traditional component of the class structure and interactions build week over week. This provides 

the environment for instructors and members to be able to deepen conversations to support social 

relationship formation. In a drop-in experience, the participants vary week to week, and 

conversations regarding previous weeks can exclude new participants. This situation makes it 

harder for instructors to facilitate social relationship building as regular participants can 

dominate conversations, resulting in the intimidation and exclusion of others, particularly when 

introductions are not typically incorporated into the class structure. Through utilization of 

planned, inclusionary instructor-facilitated connections and increasing the social components of 

the varying impact experiences, there is potential to turn these into progressive social 

relationship building opportunities. Offering targeted and planned experiences for individuals to 
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network and be introduced can pave the way for increased spontaneous social relationship 

building. 

Outside forces can influence membership engagement and members’ abilities to form and 

build social relationships at the club. Due to the long wait list, many members have strong social 

relationships with individuals who are not Glencoe Club members. This situation can negatively 

impact member engagement, as other social groups and activities can draw members away from 

the club. Boutique studios, for example, may attract Glencoe Club members away from similar 

classes at the club, as they can regularly participate with their nonmember friends at these studios 

and guests are limited to once-a-month participation at the club. Non-Glencoe activities such as 

skiing can compete with programs and activities at the club. A poor economy has led many 

members to decrease program participation and limited onsite participation during the pandemic 

(D. Hope, personal communication, April 25, 2022). By recognizing the influences of outside 

forces, leadership can work to minimize or overcome these impacts on The Glencoe Club 

membership experience with initiatives such as Glencoe ski trips, cost-effective programming, 

and activities focused on expanding members’ social relationships. 

Organizational Partner 

The organizational partner was Jan Bloemraad, Chief Executive Officer of The Glencoe 

Club and The Glencoe Golf & Country Club. Jan has been with the organization for over 7 years 

and has significant training and knowledge in the private club industry. With the role he holds at 

the organization, Jan was able to provide guidance, oversight, and relevance on the direction of 

the thesis and this inquiry. Jan and The Glencoe Club General Manager were involved with 

development of the project since inception, including topic development, methodology and 
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method approval, and logistics. The continual collaboration supported finding relevancy, 

applicability, and utilization. 

Chapter Summary 

The Glencoe Club recognizes the importance of social relationships to the membership, 

but the nature of how they exist in the framework of membership engagement is not clear. This 

chapter outlined the focus and the framing for the action research project into how The Glencoe 

Club might foster social relationships within the club to advance member engagement. This 

focus and framing included the significance of the inquiry, organizational context, and a systems 

analysis. The following chapter in this thesis will guide readers through a literature review that 

explored the foundational concepts that aligned with the inquiry question and subquestions. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

A literature review offers researchers boundaries and support for their study and helps to 

justify why their inquiry is not only unique but also important (Massey University, 2010). The 

topics of literature explored for this project include methods of forming and enhancing 

relationships in the recreation and club industries, the influence of the pandemic on social 

relationships, and forms of membership engagement. 

Relevant peer-reviewed articles published in the last 25 years on the topic of methods of 

forming and enhancing relationships in the recreation, sport, and club industries were included to 

understand perspectives, similarities, and differences previously researched. As The Glencoe 

Club is both a sport and social club, types of clubs included in the literature review contain 

private sport and social clubs as well as university sports and social clubs. Club research, in 

addition to recreation and sport research, allowed me to explore insights on the uniqueness club 

environments provide in regard to social relationships. Given that the literature I found was 

limited in numbers and scope, the outcomes of this project will fill some of the gaps in the 

literature and clarify assumptions currently made by The Glencoe Club management regarding 

social relationships in the club environment. 

Peer-reviewed articles published between 2019 and 2021 on the influence of the 

pandemic on social relationships have also been included. This time frame was chosen to be able 

to understand how the COVID-19 pandemic has influenced social relationships. This area was 

important to understand as I anticipated many findings being relevant to The Glencoe Club’s 

situation and by restricting literature to the COVID-19 pandemic, I could understand current 
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influencers such as Zoom, social media, and other innovative adaptations that have been 

developed. 

Finally, I explored forms of membership engagement in the recreation, sport, and club 

environments to understand how to recognize and identify changes in membership engagement 

at The Glencoe Club. I examined peer-reviewed articles published between 2012 and 2022 and 

included applicable findings in this literature review. 

Forming and Enhancing Relationships in the Recreation and Club Industries 

Don and Algoe (2020) reported, “Social relationships are central to human health and 

psychological well-being” (p. 2420). Understanding why and how individuals form, build, and 

support positive social relationships in the recreation and club industries informed the research 

project and supported practical solutions to the initial question. By coming into the process with 

an understanding of current literature findings on social relationships in the recreation, sport, and 

social club industries, I could complete an evaluation on the current state of programs and 

services and support the adaption of recommendations with an informed perspective. 

Understanding the unique and complex system that a private social and sport club plays 

in forming and enhancing relationships will support future engagement practices. Through their 

research of social clubs in London, England, Peacock and Selvarajah (2000) found membership 

structure and exclusivity supported the creation of niche marketing of a “collection of peers” 

(p. 239) in which “everyone knows my name” (p. 239) and increased customer loyalty. Although 

this is certainly true at The Glencoe Club, Bahns et al. (2012) noted similarity dimensions such 

as values, behaviours, attitudes, and personalities also shaped interpersonal relations through a 

diverse and large population opportunity in a given “social ecological landscape” (p. 127). 
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Chang et al. (2020) found sports clubs increased interpersonal relationships due to the fun and 

excitement from enjoying similar activities and spending time together, which also supported a 

similarity dimension framework. Bahns et al. noted in smaller settings friendships became 

increasingly more stable. The Glencoe Club has the opportunity to create a small population of 

peers who create stable and long-lasting social relationships, and in addition, the members could 

draw from the large membership population that allows for the choice of relationships with like-

minded individuals through a similar dimension of the population. 

Athletic competitions, tournaments, and meets are a significant component of The 

Glencoe Club programming. Reviewed literature identified the importance of sharing personal 

and team achievements and success such as victories and milestones to increase engagement and 

in developing relationships. Sport and recreation opportunities can provide the social support that 

athletes utilize to “improve self-efficacy and a feeling of a sense of belonging” (Sauer, 2017, 

p. 8) and connection. The long-term tenure of this social support through athletics can also 

support development of social relationships. Demir et al. (2019) conducted research on emerging 

adults (18–29 years) and found positive sharing of successes increased friendship experiences 

and overall happiness. As Demir et al.’s study was limited in age group studied and the majority 

of the sample sizes were female European American, further research is needed on other age, 

gender, and ethnic groups to see if the “findings are generalizable” (p. 463) to other 

demographics. 

One of the common reasons people choose to become members in a private sport and 

social club is to improve their health and well-being (Butler & Lee, 2016). Researchers identified 

social relationships as being a vital component of human health and well-being (Don & Algoe, 
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2020; Holt-Lunstad et al., 2010). Holt-Lunstad et al. (2010) noted a lack of social relationships 

could influence mortality rates when compared to well-established risk factors such as smoking. 

Their research provided insight into the importance social relationship building in the club 

environment could provide to realize members’ joining motivations, including improving health 

and well-being (Holt-Lunstad et al., 2010). Don and Algoe (2020) researched social 

relationships, their effect on personal well-being, and how a mindfulness practice can influence 

positive relationship function. They found, for those with higher mindfulness, changes in 

“relationship satisfaction had less of an influence on personal well-being” (Don & Algoe, 2020, 

p. 2430), and indicated a mindfulness practice could mitigate adversity impacts on social 

relationships. Their research demonstrated how integration or development of a mindfulness 

practice at the club could support relationship satisfaction in addition to personal well-being 

(Don & Algoe, 2020). Szwedo et al. (2017) also highlighted positive ways of coping with 

adversity through supportive relationships and their effect on personal well-being. These 

researchers found romantic relationships may present late adolescents with positive ways of 

coping with adversity through support mechanisms and resulted in “lower levels of depressive 

symptoms . . . externalizing behaviour . . . and higher levels of self-worth” (Szwedo et al., 2017, 

p. 462). Although focussed on romantic relationships, Szwedo et al.’s (2017) research 

highlighted the importance of relationships to health outcomes and how positive relationships 

can support individuals through change and adversity such as the recent service interruptions at 

The Glencoe Club due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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The Influence of the Pandemic on Social Relationships 

Information has been emerging in the literature on the influence of the pandemic on 

social relationships. An understanding of how isolation affects social relationships could provide 

insights into the influence that closures can play on the membership. By reviewing literature that 

explored program and service solutions during the pandemic and how they impact social 

relationships, I came to understand how to complement or modify future programming to support 

the initial research inquiry goals. 

Personal resilience and adaptability surfaced as common themes in the literature. Cooper 

et al. (2021) investigated loneliness, social relationships, and their effect on mental health in 

adolescents and found those with strong parental relationships experienced lower emotional 

stress at both baseline and at follow up. One month into the lockdown, many of the adolescents 

had increased their social contact through video or voice call and reported improved mental 

health. Buzzi et al. (2020) found similar results and reported adolescents “seemed to express an 

excellent ability to live situations of insecurity [by finding a] new normalcy and alternative 

solutions of daily life” (p. 3) during lockdown situations. Philpot et al. (2021) reported similar 

results with adults, and although early research noted feelings of loneliness during the initial 

stages of the pandemic, these decreased steadily in following weeks as virtual get-togethers and 

check-ins created social connection solutions for those housebound. These studies supported the 

use of capitalizing on virtual programming and connecting opportunities to maintain and build 

social relationships during periods of crisis but also during regular programming. 

Innovation, creativity, and adaptability in delivery methods and connection methods were 

highlighted in the works of Buzzi et al. (2020) and Kenny et al. (2021). Although limitations 
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were noted in access such as consistent technology or Wi-Fi, predominantly, individuals found 

solutions to create similar “frameworks but in a different way” (Kenny et al., 2021, p. 290). 

Pérez et al. (2021) investigated frail older adults during strict home lockdown. Although they 

found a significant number of individuals maintained their personalized physical activity 

program and adapted to new daily routines and restrictions, there was a “clear negative impact on 

social relationships and loneliness” (Pérez et al., 2021, p. 9). Their research suggested the 

importance of providing access support for this demographic to methods of connecting to social 

circles to increase overall wellness and reduce the negative impacts found on social relationships 

(Pérez et al., 2021). 

Forms of Membership Engagement  

Positive member engagement can assume many forms. When reviewing the research, I 

was unable to consistently identify forms of membership engagement. Butler and Lee (2016) 

noted improved emotional bonds to places, membership renewal rates, and positive club loyalty 

in their evidence of increased membership engagement. Wang and Ki (2018) highlighted how a 

positive attitude to an association facilitated increased engagement through volunteering and 

fundraising contributions in their study of professional associations. Similarly, Lu and Schuett 

(2014) found volunteering to be an indication of positive engagement among members of 

Canadian outdoor recreation associations; however, self-enhancement, social networking, and 

civic engagement were also included. In a study of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and other 

nonbinary tennis clubs, researchers identified sustained participation and enhanced social 

networks as forms of member engagement (Storr & Richards, 2022). Although an example of 

online community membership, Merry and Simon (2012) examined nonactive and active posting 
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participation on membership experiences and found both types of members felt a sense of 

community and satisfaction with their membership experience. Their research suggested 

participation could take various forms and can still result in positive development of community 

and engagement (Merry & Simon, 2012). 

Although the literature on membership engagement in the sport, recreation, and club 

industry was limited, I found the concept of membership engagement from other disciplines to 

be transferable. I was able to draw from the research to incorporate increased participation, 

volunteering, enhanced social relationships and membership renewal rates in proposed steps to 

indicate an increase in membership engagement. 

Chapter Summary 

The available literature on social relationships in the recreation and club industries was 

limited and demonstrated gaps in people’s understanding of this topic. In this chapter, I reviewed 

the literature on methods of forming and enhancing relationships in the recreation and club 

industries, the influence of the pandemic on social relationships, and forms of membership 

engagement. The research reviewed provided the foundational knowledge to support this action 

research project and insights into how the inquiry could support understanding on the influence 

of social relationships and membership engagement in the recreation and club industries. This 

paper will help to fill the gap in the literature on the role social relationships play in membership 

engagement in the sport, recreation and club industries. The following chapter will outline the 

methodology, methods, and the chosen project design, including data analysis, ethical 

implications, and knowledge dissemination. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

In this chapter, I outline the methodological approach taken with this project and provide 

the inquiry process details. I discuss how I selected inquiry team members and project 

participants, and I detail the study conduct, describing how the inquiry unfolded, including 

recruitment, method sequence, and implementation. I explain the data analysis process from 

transcription to theming and how validity was achieved. I then outline the ethical considerations 

and actions taken throughout the inquiry. I also list the outputs generated from this study and 

provide further clarity in Chapter 5. Finally, I conclude this chapter with the contribution to both 

The Glencoe Club community and the hospitality and recreation fields. 

Action-oriented research is a participatory and continuous process concerned with 

developing practical knowledge to create solutions designed to improve the well-being of 

individuals, organizations, and communities (Greenwood & Levin, 2006; Hersted et al., 2019). A 

highly collaborative process, action-oriented research utilizes local knowledge to develop 

outcomes that are both meaningful and applicable to the situations they study and in turn leads to 

the improvement of the quality of the research (Greenwood & Levin, 2006). It is through a 

systems thinking approach that action researchers seek to understand the “interconnectedness of 

people” (Hersted et al., 2019, p. 14) and their impact on the world around them. These 

interconnections lead to the development of communication-based relationships that are the basis 

of the transformational process that can support organization sustainability (Hersted et al., 2019). 

As a result of this inherent participatory and relational approach, an action research 

methodology, and specifically an appreciative inquiry action research methodology, supported 

the overall goals of advancing membership engagement through a social relationship lens. 
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Methodology 

Appreciative inquiry is a form of action-oriented research. Bushe (2012) reported 

appreciative inquiry methodology creates a positive, possibility mindset and supports a 

stakeholder “fully engaged theory building process” (p. 11). An appreciative inquiry 

methodology supports an alignment with the overarching research goals of developing 

relationships and in moving the dialogue from ill-tempered to positive possibilities. Appreciative 

inquiry also supported a legacy aspect of the process by integrating the memorable experiences 

of the past as inspiration for coimagining positive possibilities for the future. Bushe’s (2012) 

appreciative inquiry 5-D model utilized in this research project included the define (clarifying 

the area to be considered), discovery (identification of current strengths and successes), dream 

(imagining what might be), design (combining the identified strengths and successes from the 

discovery stage with the imagination and creativity of the dream stage), and destiny (executing 

the strategies) stages. The partner organization and I completed the define stage to identify the 

topic and scope of the project. With the help of participants, I completed the discovery and 

dream stages by employing the circle way data collection method, and I further formulated the 

dream and design stages through an employee world café session. I represented the last stage of 

the appreciative inquiry 5-D model, destiny, through the inquiry recommendations incorporation 

and knowledge dissemination process at The Glencoe Club. 

Data Collection Methods 

The circle way is an appreciative inquiry method that is characterized as a focus group 

process that allows participants to be “grounded in their foundational stories . . . while using 

circle to . . . re-establish social partnerships and creating a world in which the best of 
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collaboration informs and inspires the best of hierarchical leadership” (Baldwin & Linnea, 2010, 

pp. 5–6). This method promotes the social relationship lens of the project as it brings diverse 

participants together through a common purpose to connect in a circle and share and listen 

together. I utilized the circle way method with one established member focus group (i.e., active 

members) and another future member focus group (i.e., house and social members) to collect 

members’ reflections, experiences, and perspective data. 

The dream and design stage of appreciative inquiry methodology (Bushe, 2012) included 

utilization of the findings from the member focus groups to create initiatives, solutions, and 

recommendations with the employee team through a world café method. By engaging a multirole 

and level employee team in the process of extending the findings and action planning, the 

relational approach undermined “knowledge hierarchies” (Gergen & Gergen, 2015, p. 406) and 

revealed knowledge that would not typically be incorporated, thus deepening the innovation, 

relevance, and applicability of the research itself and assisting in knowledge dissemination and 

solution application. The purpose of the world café setting was to “validate and extend the earlier 

findings and engage in whole-system action planning” (Agger-Gupta, 2015, p. 6) and 

represented the destiny stage of the appreciative inquiry methodology (Bushe, 2012). 

Inquiry Team 

The inquiry team played a key role throughout the project. The utilization of an inquiry 

team in an action-oriented research approach supported the collaboration process, building of 

trust, finding dissemination, and the development of a culture of continuous learning 

(Greenwood et al., 1993). By utilizing employees from entry level to management, I was able to 

incorporate diverse and relevant perspectives, which enabled practical solutions to the findings to 
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be identified (Dick et al., 2015). Including peer Master of Arts in Leadership (MAL) students on 

the inquiry team acting as academic consultants enabled me to utilize their expertise as process 

support and neutral research advice in order to mitigate any researcher bias. By having a past 

board member on the inquiry team, I incorporated a member perspective to the process, club 

history, and built membership support for the project. Table 1 presents the inquiry team 

members. 

Table 1  

Inquiry Team Members 

Name Position Organization 

Jana-Lyn Fairbairn General Manager The Glencoe Club 

Samantha Humphrys Member Experience Supervisor The Glencoe Club 

Jessica Power Cyr Therapeutic Services and Lifestyle Director The Glencoe Club 

Marguerite Paulsen Past Board Member The Glencoe Club 

Erin Sokoloski MAL second-year student Royal Roads University 

Bowaine Ma MAL second-year student Royal Roads University 

Melissa Lavoie MAL second-year student Royal Roads University 

 

Study Conduct 

In this section, I outline how I recruited participants and how I achieved diverse 

representation in data gathering and recommendation development. I also provide details on how 

I conducted the circle way and world café methods.  

Participant Recruitment 

For the circle way method, participation from various user groups at The Glencoe Club 

was vital to create diverse representation and results. Project participant recruitment aimed to 

maximize diversity of The Glencoe Club involvement, demographics, and perspectives. 
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Demographics of the established member group included adults from late 30s to mid-80s, solo 

activity users (lane swimming, fitness classes, fitness centre), league (badminton, curling), food 

and beverage, special events, and parent or grandparent involvement (such as bringing children 

to programs). Demographics of the future member group included adults from late 30s to mid-

70s, those new to the waitlist process and those almost finished and ready to become full 

members. Since the future member group had limited facility access, they also had limited 

experiences at The Glencoe Club to draw from, but interests included facility use, social 

engagement with like-minded individuals, and work and family social functions. 

Information regarding the member data collection component of the research project was 

included in the weekly member email and posters at The Glencoe Club. An additional direct 

email was sent to both house and social members to support recruitment from this smaller and 

specialized membership category. From the eligible participants who were interested in joining 

the study, the pool was divided into the two categories of those with active membership 

(established memberships) and those with house and social membership (future memberships). 

Members’ invitations (see Appendices C and D) included demographic questions in order to 

maximize variety for the focus groups. Although low numbers of participants were recruited, 

both groups provided fully engaged and diverse participation and all applicants were able to be 

accommodated. The established member group consisted of eight participants, which was the 

maximum number for the focus group, and the future member group consisted of four 

participants. Further studies could benefit from participation from young adults ages 18 to 40 

years. Email messages were also received from some members who were unable to take part in 

the study. As their perspectives were not framed in the context of the questions posed to 
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participants, their thoughts were welcomed and only incorporated where appropriate, such as in 

the solutions presented. Participants unanimously expressed positive and welcoming support for 

the project, and they were eager to provide feedback prior to, during, and after the circle way 

focus groups. Participants enjoyed the process and suggested future sessions be offered as a 

means for continuous engagement and feedback. 

World café participants were recruited from the employee team. As it is the task of the 

employees to bring forward and implement the solutions developed, involvement in the solution 

and recommendation stage of the inquiry strengthened implementation and knowledge 

translation (Boaz et al., 2018). Employees’ participation provided a valuable resource of 

perspective on history, applicability, and relevance. Once the primary data were collected and 

analyzed, I presented these preliminary findings in the world café method with an open invitation 

to the multilevel employee group at The Glencoe Club (see Appendix E). With permission from 

senior leadership, I distributed invitations for participation to the Glencoe-All email, the monthly 

employee newsletter, in an announcement at the management, supervisor, and sports professional 

meetings, and through posters (see Appendices G and H) on the employee boards at the 

employee entrance and staff room. The invitations and informed consent forms (see Appendices 

C, D, and I) highlighted the process, time commitment, and purpose of the research project. The 

goal was to recruit as many participants as possible spanning departments, employment history, 

and employee levels as possible at The Glencoe Club which; this was achieved through 12 entry-

level to senior-management-level employees from aquatics, athletics, bowling, climbing, 

communications, fitness, food and beverage, membership, reception, and wellness. During the 
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world café, I encouraged participation from the inquiry team, and thus perspectives from the 

general manager, therapeutic services, and membership services were also incorporated. 

The Circle Way Method 

During the discovery phase of the appreciative research model, I led the circle way 

practices myself, in partnership with one other inquiry team member. This allowed for 

consistency throughout the process, minimization of any power-over situations, and provided an 

opportunity for the organizational partner research training that supported the collaborative 

process (Small & Uttal, 2005). Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, these sessions were held via the 

Zoom platform virtually. 

I piloted the focus group questions (see Appendices J and K) with mock focus groups 

made up of inquiry team members. The results of these piloted questions were not included in 

the final research data. The Circle Way (n.d.) provides circle agreements, principles, practices, 

and forms of council as guidelines for practice; I reviewed these documents with the partner and 

inquiry team for appropriateness prior to conducting the focus groups. 

The circle way began with welcoming everyone into the circle, explaining the process, 

reviewing the ethics requirements, and then setting the scene with recognition of the circle the 

participants represented. As the process was virtual, it was necessary to describe the circle 

participants and facilitators occupied and how it was represented online. The role of guardian 

was led by myself to support self-governance of the circle and align process intention. Any 

member of the circle could ask for a pause or reset, but in both groups I, in my role as guardian, 

was the only one who requested this. I used a Tibetan singing bowl to represent the circle and to 

realign and ground the process between questions, for a reset, and if discussion had led astray. 
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The role of discussion facilitator was led by an inquiry team member. A second inquiry team 

member was present for the first session to act as scribe and to ensure continuity for the second 

session that they in turn led. 

Utilizing a check-in process, I asked participants to introduce themselves with the 

following prompt: “Tell us the story of how you came to be a Glencoe member.” This set the 

tone for the process and wove in an interpersonal net. Subsequent questions focused on the 

membership experience, the influence on social relationships on experience, and engagement 

motivations. Due to time management limitations, the established membership group was unable 

to answer the question asking what influence the pandemic had on social relationships, but many 

of the responses incorporated the influence of the pandemic on their use of The Glencoe Club. I 

closed the circle way by asking participants to identify any wishes or hopes for enhancing their 

membership experience in order to tie the past to positive possibilities for the future. 

I arranged for the circle way focus groups to be audio recorded and transcribed. I then 

checked the recording transcription for accuracy with the inquiry team members, replaced all 

names with codes, and stored the data securely on one computer with double password 

protection. I then deleted the recordings from the Zoom cloud storage. I will delete the computer-

stored recordings after this thesis has been accepted by the university and published; this process 

allowed for cross-checking opportunities throughout the thesis process and adhered to university 

guidelines. 

World Café Method 

I conducted the world café method on Zoom using break-out rooms. I emailed all 

participants a brief summary of the focus group findings (see Appendix F) the day before to 
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facilitate reflection and provide clarity of procedure for the session. The inquiry team acted as 

table recorders to complete the audio recordings and/or note taking and to facilitate the rounds of 

the world café by sharing the questions. I initiated the world café by clarifying requirements for 

confidentiality and the group procedures, followed by a full presentation of the findings (see 

Appendix F) to provide participants with a background and foundation for the process as a large 

group prior to moving into break-out rooms. 

I began the first round of the questions with introductions and sharing of a reflective 

social relationship story to engage participants on the topic. The purpose of the second round was 

to ensure clarity on the presented findings by sharing how employees have seen the findings 

demonstrated in their work environment (Agger-Gupta, 2015). The third round focused on 

strategizing how the findings could act as inspiration for coimagining positive possibilities for 

the future (Agger-Gupta, 2015). Each table recorder presented one finding to focus on for 5–8 

minutes and then moved to the next room. For this stage of the process, the participants remained 

in their break-out rooms. The last phase of the world café took the form of table reporters sharing 

their notes in a large group plenary conversation. This final conversation created a sense of 

fullness and connection among all the break-out room conversations. 

Data Analysis and Validity 

Qualitative data are rich in description and interpretive in nature and subsequent analysis 

leads to a “less structured, more flexible and inductive” (Guest et al., 2012, p. 6) approach, which 

then requires the analysis to become increasingly refined. For this research project, I used the 

six-step framework thematic analysis as outlined by Braun and Clarke (2006). This data analysis 

approach is a method as opposed to a methodology, thus “it is not tied to a particular 
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epistemological or theoretical perspective” which keeps it flexible and applicable to a wide 

variety of diverse research (Maguire & Delahunt, 2017, p. 3352). The six-phases include 

“becoming familiar with the data, generate initial codes, search for themes, review themes, 

define themes, write up” (Maguire & Delahunt, 2017, p. 3354) 

I transcribed the circle way focus groups myself by utilizing and compiling the Zoom 

audio recordings with additional notes taken by inquiry team members. My transcription editing 

process included elimination of the Zoom inserted breaks, filler words (such as you know) or 

repeated work (such as yeah, yeah) when they did not add to the data. I clarified, corrected, and 

confirmed transcriptions by repeatedly listening to the recording sessions. One participant had a 

strong accent and another had poor audio quality, which resulted in some words being difficult to 

understand. When participants were formulating thoughts and in the process of speaking, certain 

filler words were used, or sentences were altered midway and corrected. I was careful to remain 

neutral throughout and not alter the meaning or the message of the participant through the 

transcription process. Once completed, the transcriptions were checked against the audio 

recordings for accuracy and then confirmed with the other inquiry members who were part of 

each focus group. Although the transcripts were edited, I ensured the meaning of the data was 

not altered and remained as the participant intended. Braun and Clarke (2006) identified this 

process as an interpretive act, as the significance and meaning are generated from the simple 

transcriptions. 

When coding, I replaced all participants’ names with codes using A for active members, 

H for house members, S for social members, and E for employees followed by a number to 

anonymize the data. I left inquiry team members’ names as they were. I completed the 
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transcription editing myself; this involved multiple readings and listening of the recordings and 

transcriptions. This process created a deep familiarization with the data and provided a 

foundation for the subsequent analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). 

Braun and Clarke’s (2006) Steps 2 and 3 of the data analysis process involved generating 

initial codes and then drawing like-minded themes together. I placed all data into a table with a 

column on the right to compare codes to the full data. I combined both the established and future 

member focus groups’ data for questions that were similar, and I indicated established members 

in black font and future members in blue. I refined the themes as coding was incorporated and 

clarity of differentiation was revealed. Three MAL student inquiry team members aided by 

reviewing initial coding and themes. I incorporated their suggestions, and all inquiry team 

members confirmed a strong representation of dominant codes and that researcher bias was not a 

factor. 

I reviewed the dominant codes for clear and identifiable distinctions between themes and 

evaluated them to ensure they accurately represented the initial data Braun and Clarke’s (2006) 

Step 4 of the process. I then reviewed the themes with the focus group inquiry team members to 

confirm coding and themes were a strong representation of the member data. This process 

supported the final definition of the themes in Braun and Clarke’s Step 5, which involved a 

reflection into how the themes were connected and interwoven. I created a mind map of the 

themes, keeping the inquiry questions front of mind, and produced final finding themes. I shared 

these final findings with the inquiry team as a whole in preparation for the employee world café 

solutions and action step focus group for feedback. 
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Once transcription and editing of the world café transcriptions were complete, I sent them 

to the inquiry team and employee participants for authenticity confirmation and for any 

additional thoughts. Transcriptions were coded and themed in the same manner as the circle way 

focus group data and incorporated into the final report and employee presentations for 

knowledge translation. Knowledge translation benefited from the collaborative approach to 

dissemination. Boaz et al. (2018) recognized the influence and implementation authority that 

stakeholders hold through an integrated knowledge transfer approach. A collaborative approach 

to the knowledge transference supported sharing responsibility of the results and sustaining the 

continuous research process into future inquiries (Adams & Townsend, 2014). 

Working with the inquiry team on data analysis supported developing meaning and 

meaningful results (Small & Uttal, 2005). Although I completed the data analysis process, I 

utilized my inquiry team to confirm validity through reviewing the transcriptions, findings, and 

recommendations for accuracy, which increased collaboration and engagement while assisting 

with understanding of the findings (Small & Uttal, 2005). 

Validity in qualitative analysis is found through consistent data that are “ontologically 

similar” (Leung, 2015, p. 326). The data may differ in fullness and depth, but when the core of 

the data is consistent, they can be considered valid results. This is reflected through the concept 

of trustworthiness, which allows qualitative researchers a method of demonstrating the overall 

rigour of their research, the transferability to other research situations, and the credibility of the 

findings (Given & Saumure, 2008). A strong thematic analysis is used to interpret the data and 

make sense of what was said versus summarizing, organizing, or grouping information by the 

questions asked (Maguire & Delahunt, 2017). Braun and Clarke (2006) outlined a 15-point 
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checklist for good thematic analysis which included accurate data transcription scrutiny and 

appropriate time being allocated for a thorough data analysis for a “thorough, inclusive and 

comprehensive” process (p. 96). I referenced Braun and Clarke’s 15-point checklist throughout 

the process to ensure validity and reliability of data analysis and subsequent findings. By being 

both systematic and reflective, the thematic analysis process provided unexpected insights and 

interesting findings (Braun & Clarke, 2006). 

Ethical Implications 

As the focus of this project revolved around the role of relationships, how I treated the 

inquiry team, stakeholders, and participants was key to establishing the groundwork toward 

positive relationship outcomes and nurturing current relationships. I viewed the ethical 

considerations of respect, honesty, and responsibility with participants as vital in every step of 

the process (Suri & IDEO, 2015). 

During the project development stage, having clarity and transparency with the inquiry 

team on ethical expectations and process set the stage for the entire project. This included 

clarifying that an ethical review process was taken, freely sharing the Royal Roads University 

Ethical Review Board’s information, seeking guidance on any ethical ambiguity, and 

incorporating any recommendations from this review process (Suri & IDEO, 2015). I informed 

the inquiry team of the importance of adherence to the protocols and why they were 

incorporated. A letter of agreement and consent was developed and utilized to clearly indicate 

the roles and responsibilities of all inquiry team members and to ensure confidentiality of data 

was maintained (see Appendix L). 
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Once the project was able to commence, I ensured all invitations and consent forms 

clearly specified participants’ freedom to participate or not in the project. I communicated 

withdrawal processes through the informed consent forms and at each stage of the data 

collection. 

During the focus groups, I introduced myself, explained the process for data collection, 

and clarified my role as guardian/facilitator. I treated participants as “collaborators rather than 

subjects” (Suri & IDEO, 2015, p. 15) and their perspectives documented without interpretation. 

Once I had recorded the data, I personally transcribed all recordings. I safeguarded all data in 

password-protected systems at every stage of the process. I also offered participants an 

opportunity after the sessions to add to their data if requested. 

As a member of the Senior Leadership Team at The Glencoe Club, I had potential power 

over other employees. I mitigated this by utilizing the world café with the employees for finding 

recommendations and clearly communicating to all participants that they had the freedom to 

choose to participate. As data collection was submitted by members instead of employees, power 

over did not influence the data results. 

Although my role within the organization did not create a power-over situation with the 

membership, individuals invited to take part in the inquiry process may have interpreted the 

invitation as an opportunity to achieve or be restricted from special treatment or service as a 

result of participation. By ensuring transparency of the process and ensuring an open opportunity 

for participation, I eliminated any interpreted favouritism opportunities. In the circle way 

practices, I communicated foundation guidelines and facilitated equal participation to ensure 
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there were no power-over situations between participants. Given that power over can affect 

results, my inquiry team and I considered this thoroughly. 

Finally, once I had completed the data analysis, I presented the findings to participants 

and then utilized the verified findings to develop practical solutions with an honest 

representation of participants’ perspectives and thoughts. I removed all identification and 

traceability from the data and any quotes incorporated in this final report are identified by the 

participant’s category of membership. 

Inquiry Outputs 

I created generative outcomes through the action research aspect of this project through 

an integrated knowledge translation approach with the membership and employees. Boaz et al. 

(2018) found including the stakeholders in the sharing of the findings and integrating the 

knowledge into practical solutions allowed for both short and long-term outcome relevance and 

adoption. I tied outcomes to developing memorable experiences, enhancing current program and 

service delivery, and prioritization of initiatives that deepen relationships. Specific outcomes 

included immediate incorporation of small department feedback such as increased virtual fitness 

offerings and longer term program development, as outlined in Chapter 5. I completed employee 

presentations with the management group, supervisor team, board, and I held an employee lunch-

n-learn. I wrote an article for the Glencoe Life magazine and shared an executive summary with 

each of the circle way participants. As the current Strategic Plan (The Glencoe Club, 2022) had 

been finalized by the finding stage of this inquiry, the findings were able to inform the strategic 

objectives and future strategic directions and plans. Indirect outcomes included an increase in 
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membership bonds and connections to both other members and employees that increased their 

sense of value within The Glencoe Club. 

Once I had developed the inquiry outputs, it was important to emphasize the cyclical 

aspect of this action-oriented research approach. Participants’ feedback on the inquiry process 

(i.e., circle way focus groups and world café) was positive, and many asked to be part of future 

sessions. One circle way participant indicated this process “was one of the highlights of their 

membership to date” (Active Member, personal communication, December 2, 2021). Regular 

evaluation and membership engagement will continue to deepen outcomes and relationships 

through process. The action-oriented research approach supported the creation of a collaborative 

inquiry culture at The Glencoe Club and promoted further inquiries and innovations (Small & 

Uttal, 2005). 

Contribution and Application 

The literature review I conducted yielded few articles on the role of social relationships in 

the recreation and sport industry and specifically the club environment. Through application of 

the findings to an academic thesis, the knowledge generated of the role social relationships play 

in a sport and social club can be transferred to a variety of situations. These findings can support 

the hospitality industry service outcomes and develop wellness and health outcomes for various 

demographics by enhancing motivation and membership engagement. 

Once the university has accepted this final report, my hope is to share the findings in an 

academic journal article, industry magazine, and through both private club and the fitness 

industry presentations. Articles and presentations could help inform those working in the 
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industry to help create connections, develop positive relationships, and enhance the membership 

experience in a variety of situations. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter outlined the methodology, methods, and project design of this action 

research project. This included clarifying data collection methods, project participants, study 

conduct, data analysis, ethical implications, knowledge outputs and how this research will 

contribute to not only The Glencoe Club but the recreation and club industries. The following 

chapter will reveal the inquiry project findings and conclusions. 
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Chapter 4: Inquiry Project Findings and Conclusions 

I begin this chapter with the four findings that emerged from the data analysis in response 

to the main research question. These findings informed the study conclusions that follow. The 

chapter finishes with an outline of the scope and limitations of the study. The four findings and 

conclusions respond to the primary research question: How might The Glencoe Club foster 

social relationships within the club to advance membership engagement? The findings and 

conclusions also address the inquiry subquestions: 

1. What role do social relationships play in the value of any Glencoe Club membership? 

2. How have The Glencoe Club members historically created and deepened social 

relationships through their experiences? 

3. How have experiences and events such as the pandemic influenced how the 

membership builds and maintains relationships? 

4. What steps does The Glencoe Club need to take to integrate social relationships more 

fully into programs, services, and events in the future? 

Study Findings 

As noted in the previous chapter, I collected data using the circle way method. The world 

café employee session explored the findings to establish recommendations and support 

knowledge dissemination. The following four findings surfaced from the data gathered: 

1. Social engagement drives membership engagement. 

2. Experiences evolve over the lifetime of membership. 

3. Glencoe Club members form diverse relationships at the club, which are fostered by 

common interests. 
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4. The Glencoe Club is a safe place. 

To protect the anonymity of participants, I used participant codes A1 through to A8 for 

active members, H1 for the house member, and S1 through to S3 for social members. I assigned 

employees participant codes E1 through to E12 and the inquiry team IT1 through to IT4. 

Finding 1: Social Engagement Drives Membership Engagement 

Social engagement was either identified as a driver to join and participate in The Glencoe 

Club or as an added benefit of membership. As summarized by a future member, “Social 

relationships are important. I wouldn’t have become a member if not for that component” (S1). 

Social engagement came in the form of specifically choosing to travel to the club for social 

engagement experiences or knowing that once there they would “bump into someone” (A5) and 

have small social interludes. 

Although there were diverse reasons for joining The Glencoe Club, all participants either 

listed family or social relationships with current members and/or an interest to meet like-minded 

people as their reasons for choosing the club. Participants of the future members focus group 

identified social relationships as the dominant reason for choosing The Glencoe Club. Regarding 

the importance of social relationships, one member who had numerous private and public 

recreation facility experiences commented, 

I would say that that’s pretty much number one and of course it’s positive social 

relationships. If I go to a facility—and I’m pretty friendly, I will chat with just about 

anybody, and if I don’t get engagement, the chances of me going back to that facility are 

pretty small. (H1) 
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Although positive social relationships were also listed as a priority for the established 

members, comments were not as apparent as in the future member group, which suggested that 

their importance as a driver was either not as recognized or was subject to change. Two of the 

three established members who indicated that social relationships were not a driver both 

amended their previous statements when they indicated that social relationships during the 

pandemic or during crisis became a driver (A4; A7). This demonstrated the changing priority 

throughout the membership experience which supports Finding 2 as, in addition to experiences, 

social relationships as a driver also “ebbs and flows in your life” (A4). This ebb-and-flow effect 

was also represented through the various stages of life, with one participant stating, “[Social 

relationships] have more value now than they were initially because I have more time to enjoy 

them” (A1). The third established member, who enjoyed solo activities and indicated that social 

relationships were not a driver, listed the badminton ladder as a highlight: “I love the people I 

have met [in badminton ladder]. I love being able to know that I can walk down the hall and say 

hi to somebody and chit chat if we’re both so inclined to do it” (A8). This is an example of how 

the importance of social relationships as a driver can change. The contradictions in statements 

also suggest the importance may be thought based versus experience based and education and 

formalization of the benefits may support realization. 

For those established members who indicated social relationships were specifically a 

driver, they included the importance of social engagement with like-minded individuals for 

meaningful discussions, and/or small social interludes. Many referred to The Glencoe Club 

membership as providing a unique family or personal social group and the value of the diverse 

relationships “that is something really important to us” (A4). This unique social group included 
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relationships that had developed through club use or the established connections throughout the 

membership such as family, friends, and neighbours. 

The Glencoe Club is able to be utilized by all categories of membership for entertaining 

and this component was frequently cited as a driver and benefit. This utilization took the form of 

hosting clients or inviting nonmember family and visiting friends to The Glencoe Club for dinner 

(A2; S1). Family engagement experiences were a predominant driver of club use. One 

participant indicated The Glencoe Club “is a place where we got to go and hang out together” 

(A8). This was echoed by several established and future members (A1–A6; S1). This reinforced 

the value of the club contributing to immediate family and multigenerational family experiences. 

Although participants listed social relationships as a driver for club use or as an added 

benefit of membership, they found social relationships to be a missing experience during the 

initial stages of membership, which led to an important conclusion and opportunities for The 

Glencoe Club to facilitate early positive engagement. One established member commented, 

Initially, to be honest, it [social engagement] was not enjoyable because I was not in on 

the joke. But as I got involved with things, I became immersed in it. Now I appreciate it 

more because I know that it is an actual thing. (A3) 

Another member who was part of the future group commented, “I would say my utilization has 

been less than appropriate . . . due to not understanding where you fit in as a social member” 

(S2). These two examples illustrate how the lack of social engagement can lead to decreased 

utilization and membership engagement and the gap The Glencoe Club will need to address in 

facilitating meaningful engagement with new members. 
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Finding 2: Experiences Evolve Over the Lifetime of Membership  

Due to the extensive variety and quality of the facilities, there are many options for 

members to experience as interests and needs change throughout their life. From 8 weeks to 108 

years of age, the usage at The Glencoe Club evolves along with the member, which in turn 

fosters social relationship building through new interactions or new opportunities to deepen 

social relationships. As an established member indicated, 

I have never been one to go for coffee just for the sake of coffee, as I always had other 

things I had to do. Now I will take the time and mellow and enjoy the relationships I have 

at the Glencoe much more. (A1) 

Often members shift from a wide use of facilities and programs as children to a specialized use 

as a teen to a goal-specific use as an adult. “It’s been a place where there’s been a lot of activities 

I can do, but through time those activities have changed for me, and the Club has always made it 

very easy to do all that” (A5). 

The importance of members’ social relationships and means of connecting with other 

members also evolves with them. They may start meeting others in a league as a single adult and 

then move to meeting parent members when their children are in programs and eventually join 

social programs such as bridge as an older adult. The Glencoe Club will continue to benefit by 

offering a variety of experiences that will support the changing needs and interests. This 

sentiment was echoed as members’ families and their role in their families changed. One 

participant stated, “The use has evolved from where we would take our children after school for 

their lessons and now as grandparents, we can get involved in a different way” (A1). Another 

member noted, 
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I am not really enjoying the Club right now, we use it socially, but we aren’t using it to 

its full extent as we’re a busy working family, but I do really plan to be there and play 

bridge. I want to do my skating lessons in my 70s. I’m going to be a big full active 

member in retirement. (A6) 

As indicated in Finding 1, the importance of social relationships changes during times of 

crisis with the members who found social relationships became a driver during the pandemic 

(A4; A7). This was echoed with a story from the Calgary flood of 2013 (City of Calgary, n.d.): 

We were affected by the flood and all of a sudden the Glencoe became more than what it 

is. My husband would use the club to shower, and he commented on how nice it was 

talking with the men in the locker room. (A6) 

During a time of crisis, The Glencoe Club became a place of social connection and support when 

needed. During the COVID-19 pandemic, programming and the communication branding 

focussed on the tag line “The Club may be closed but the COMMUNITY is not” (J. MacLeod, 

personal communication, January 11, 2022). A member who worked in health care during the 

pandemic commented, 

Right now [during the pandemic] . . . I think the social relationships that we get from the 

Glencoe are huge. My husband and I fight about who’s going to [take the kids] to skating 

tonight for two hours so we can have a glass of wine with friends or connect with our 

curling buddies. (A4) 

These examples demonstrate how the experiences and social relationship importance evolve over 

the course of the membership lifetime. 
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Finding 3: Glencoe Club Members Form Diverse Relationships at the Club, Which Are 

Fostered by Common Interests 

Members identified a diverse range of social relationships that represented reasons for 

joining, either formed at the club or developed over time. Family, friends, neighbours, employees 

were identified as important social relationships but also the unique social groups of like-minded 

individuals created a sense of attachment from “being with my people” (S2).  

Family surfaced as the strongest reason for joining and continuing to belong. This 

translated into multigenerational use and family experiences. Many members could count three 

or more generations of family members using The Glencoe Club (A1; A2; A4; A5) and often 

members indicated the valuable club experiences were ones they were able to do with their 

families (A1–A6; A8; S1). One participant stated, “Like a few people have said, the family was 

the real biggest thing for us. It’s a place where we got to go and hang out together” (A8). 

Similarly, another participant noted, “It’s a tremendous family club and to me that’s the essence 

of the Club” (A5). 

Friends and neighbours have either influenced members to join The Glencoe Club or 

friendships have developed through usage. “Some of my closest friends are my closest friends 

because I initially met them at the club playing tennis or whatever activity I might be involved 

in” (A2). This was indicated as significant for those who were older or living alone, as being 

members enabled them to easily run into friends in the course of their day (A1; A2; A7; A5). 

Living in the neighbourhood was an indicator of convenience but the added draw from 

neighbourhood friends supporting social use presented itself as a reason for joining the club: 
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“Most of our friends in the neighbourhood are either members or social members and it just 

made sense” (S1). 

Important social relationships also included the employees. Due to strong employee and 

member social relationships, participants indicated, “It’s easier to communicate. If you have a 

concern, question, or a compliment to offer someone then you have enough experience with 

those interactions where they feel more valid” (A8). This was echoed throughout established 

members’ comments who felt the social relationships between members and employees made the 

employees answerable and supported issue resolution. Having employees know members’ 

names, preferences, and routines also made members feel special and facilitated social 

interaction and relationship building with other members (A1–A3; A7). As one participant noted, 

“The staff do make the club home, or second home. I have relationships with . . . lots of members 

and I really appreciate it, but the staff is also equally as important in my mind” (A3). Another 

participant stated, “I can’t say enough about the commitment from the staff. And they’re just part 

of the experience” (A1). Future members had little to no experience with the employees and no 

comments were made regarding these relationships. 

Both established and future members commented that social relationships became natural 

when they were with like-minded individuals with similar interests (A2; A7; S2; S4). As one 

participant noted, “It feels like I’m with my people . . . with common interests and common 

values. I really like that sense of attachment that it creates for me” (S2). Committee work and 

community volunteering opportunities were listed as valuable ways to meet like-minded 

individuals in addition to program and facility usage (A3; A5). 
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Friendships developed with like-minded individuals at The Glencoe Club provide a 

unique social group that can support a diverse range of relationships. As one participant stated, 

My kids have very different relationships when they go to the Glencoe. There are 

relationships that are different with the parents as well. It’s a whole different group of 

people, and I really value that they have a group of friends at school, and then they have 

their group of Glencoe friends and it’s a whole new community for them and it offers 

very different opportunities. (A4) 

Diverse social relationships supported by common interests foster attachment and engagement to 

the club. 

Finding 4: The Glencoe Club is a Safe Place 

 A safe place was a strong indicator of engagement during the established members focus 

group session. As a participant stated, 

The most important thing was that it was a safe place for my kids who participated at the 

club from the time that they were very young. It had so much influence in our lives we 

moved from Lakeview to Elbow Park within a year after joining the club. (A2) 

Another participant described The Glencoe Club as “a safe place where [their children] can go 

and not only physically evolve in terms of their skills but mature as well, learning how to interact 

with others” (A3). This was a common sentiment with families whose children go to the club on 

their own afterschool (A2; A4–A6; A8). Another participant noted, “He would take his bike 

down to the club and I knew where he was, and he was safe, and he would just call me before 

leaving, and the safety was a big thing” (A7). 
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During the COVID-19 pandemic, The Glencoe Club put safety first, and this 

prioritization created a sense of comfort and security for club utilization (A1; S1). One 

participant stated, “[The Glencoe Club] is a very comfortable place to be especially during this 

last couple of years. Whenever the club’s been open you felt more comfortable there than 

anywhere else” (A1). 

Findings Summary 

This section highlighted the four key findings from the member focus groups. I organized 

the findings in a way that reflected the primary inquiry question while also offering a practical 

way to present back to the partner organization. I utilized the findings in the employee world 

café session to generate recommendations for the future. I purposefully did not mention The 

Glencoe Golf and Country Club experiences as this study was limited to The Glencoe Club. 

Study Conclusions 

In this section, I present five conclusions based on the findings in this research project, 

the literature, and the world café discussions. 

The study conclusions are as follows: 

1. The Glencoe Club, as a sport and social club, will benefit from further facilitation of 

social relationship building in programs, services, and events. 

2. Family experiences are primary drivers of club use and engagement. 

3. The sense of identification through social relationships with members and employees 

advances membership engagement. 

4. A diverse range of facilities, programs, services, and events will support the ebb and 

flow of club usage over the lifetime of membership. 
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5. A safe place provides a foundation for engagement. 

Each conclusion is further described and addresses responses to the research questions in 

the next five sections. 

Conclusion 1: The Glencoe Club, as a Sport and Social Club, Will Benefit From Further 

Facilitation of Social Relationship Building in Programs, Services, and Events 

Although development of social relationships is a personal experience, the findings and 

the literature supported the conclusion that social relationship facilitation would be beneficial for 

advancing membership engagement at The Glencoe Club. Finding 1 identified The Glencoe Club 

social relationships drive membership engagement. Future members described social 

relationships as a dominant reason for joining and established members reported it was a benefit 

or driver to membership engagement. Butler and Lee (2016) also found offering services that 

align with members’ motivations to join the club increased engagement; for example, if a 

member joined to spend time with family, then offering family programming would improve 

their engagement. Storr and Richards (2022) found sport clubs “create environments . . . further 

meaningful personal relationships” (“Bonding Through Community,” para. 1). Beyond providing 

an environment to learn new skills or participate in a workout, The Glencoe Club will advance 

membership engagement by facilitating member social relationships. 

Participants indicated difficulty in navigating integration early into the membership 

lifetime. As one future member indicated, “I need to get over that hurdle of feeling a part of the 

club” (S2). As discussed in Finding 1, a lack of social engagement can lead to decreased 

utilization and membership engagement, and this is a gap The Glencoe Club will need to address 

by facilitating social relationship building to ensure meaningful engagement with new members. 
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Participants recognized the shared responsibility of fostering social relationships and developing 

membership engagement and suggested it “would be important that the club also facilitates that 

process a bit” (H1). As indicated in Finding 3, employee–member social relationships were 

identified as equally as important as member–member social relationships. The value of the role 

of employee–member relationships present an opportunity for employees to actively facilitate 

social relationship building with new members and also supports Subquestion 4, which inquired 

about which steps are needed for The Glencoe Club to integrate social relationships. An early 

focus on new member social relationship facilitation will support increased positive integration 

and membership engagement. As Finding 2 identified, members’ experiences evolve over the 

lifetime of membership; thus, this conclusion is as beneficial for established members as it is for 

new members. 

Conclusion 2: Family Experiences Are Primary Drivers of Club Use and Engagement 

As family experiences were the strongest indicators of club use and engagement, The 

Glencoe Club would benefit from further integration of family programs and events. Claridge 

(2018) listed family members as those with “strong close relationships . . . who are in it together” 

(p. 2). Established members indicated meeting other families and parents through children’s 

programs developed social relationships with like-minded individuals. This like-minded 

relationship development was also substantiated by the literature, as Bahns et al. (2012) reported 

similar values, attitudes, and personalities supported interpersonal relations. 

Families present themselves in different forms; this consideration is important to 

understand when considering the implications of this conclusion. Traditional, multigenerational, 

single parent, gender diverse, and children-free family programs and events should be 
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incorporated into the offerings at The Glencoe Club to optimize inclusion of a variety of family 

demographics. This was supported through established member discussions: 

People always mentioned the family club, and I think the family has changed over the last 

50 years. We have all different types of families, we have single families, we have gay 

families, we have lots of seniors that are single seniors. (A6) 

Through diverse programming that is inclusive to a variety of family situations, The Glencoe 

Club can support further membership engagement and answer the research Subquestion 4 

regarding what steps the club will need to take to integrate social relationships more fully in the 

future. 

Conclusion 3: The Sense of Identification Through Social Relationships With Members and 

Employees Advances Membership Engagement 

As identified through Finding 3, when diverse relationships are linked with similar 

interests and like-minded individuals, a sense of attachment to each other, the experiences, and 

the club develops, which leads to further engagement. This sense of identification with other 

members and employees provides direction for how The Glencoe Club might foster social 

relationships, which was the focus on the main inquiry question. Peacock and Selvarajah (2000) 

reported that a “sense of identification” (p. 239) was a factor influencing the growth of private 

social clubs in London, England. This was echoed throughout the established member focus 

group, as participants reported they “meet up with each other in a place that knows us and we 

know well, and that is very important” (A2) and where “everyone knows your name” (A4; A7–

A8). Future members also commented on the “sense of attachment” (S2) that being with people 

with common interests and values creates. 
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This sense of identification also included social relationships with employees, which 

facilitated resolution of issues as the members found the employees were equally invested in the 

outcome when the members were “more than just another person” (A7) and “interactions felt 

more valid” (A8). Having the employees know members’ names, routines, or usage patterns 

helped participants to feel like they were at their second home (A6; A7). This supported club 

engagement specifically during the COVID-19 pandemic (A6; A7). The COVID-19 pandemic 

negatively influenced new social relationship building; however, established members noted the 

employee social relationships provided “a familiar face . . . as I am alone at home” (A7). 

Researchers reported a strong sense of trust, relationships, and social concern for others within 

the community supported positive pandemic weathering (Makridis & Wu, 2021). It will be 

beneficial for The Glencoe Club employees to understand how their work is important to the 

concept of membership engagement. 

Conclusion 4: A Diverse Range of Facilities, Programs, Services, and Events Will Support the 

Ebb and Flow of Club Usage Over the Lifetime of Membership 

Members recognized that their usage patterns have and will change over the years and 

appreciate the diversity of facilities, programs, and events The Glencoe Club offers. One 

participant noted, “It’s been a place where there’s been a lot of activities I can do, but through 

time those activities have changed for me, and the Club has always made it very easy to do all 

that” (A5). As membership average tenure is over 16 years and the waitlist is typically 10 years 

or more for full active status, members are often committed to their membership over their 

lifetime (D. Hope, personal communication, February 22, 2022). As usage changes, 

opportunities for development of new social relationships will also shift, which is reflective of 
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Finding 2, which related to evolving experiences, and Finding 3, which discussed diverse 

relationships. The Glencoe Club will benefit by recognizing that usage is not static and, as such, 

the club must ensure easy-to-navigate entry ways for new members as well the changing interests 

and needs of the membership. 

During the employee group world café process, participants’ discussion identified the real 

or perceived challenge of access to new members or evolving interests to programs and activities 

such as leagues, popular programs, and/or events like the family Christmas parties. This can 

result in inadequate age group representation when interest wanes in specific programs and club 

engagement decreases, such as when moving from competitive youth programs to recreational 

leagues or ladders. 

The importance of social relationships at the club differed based on members’ personal or 

global crises, circumstances, and/or stages of life; as such, the significance of social relationships 

ebbed and flowed during the lifetime of one’s membership. The formation of diverse 

relationships as indicated in Finding 1 and the establishment of safe place in Finding 2 provide 

the environment for trust, safety, and social concern as discussed in Conclusion 3, which in turn 

develop community through adversity. Szwedo et al. (2017) highlighted the importance of social 

relationships in supporting individuals through change and adversity. Adaptability was a 

common theme in the influence of the pandemic on social relationships literature (Buzzi et al., 

2020; Cooper et al., 2021; Philpot et al., 2021). Members reflected this adaptability through the 

ebb and flow of social relationship importance and club usage as indicated by A4, who stated, 

“Social relationships . . . ebb and flow in your life, and, as in coming out of the pandemic, . . . 

it’s super important to be [at The Glencoe Club] having a coffee [with others] in the morning.” 
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Conclusion 5: A Safe Place Provides a Foundation for Engagement 

This study was conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic, at a time when the health and 

safety of members, guests, and employees was prioritized and extensively communicated. 

Safety, however, was a consistent theme throughout membership experiences discussed and 

provided a foundation for engagement regardless of the COVID-19 pandemic situation. 

Established members consistently reported The Glencoe Club provided a safe place for 

engagement for their children’s utilization over the years as indicated in Finding 4. Storr and 

Richards (2022) echoed this and highlighted the importance of sporting organizations visually 

creating and communicating safe spaces for participants. Members in the focus group expressed 

the finding of a safe place providing a foundation for engagement so significantly that it drove 

home purchase location for families (AF2; HF1; SM1). Members indicated that they chose home 

locations close to The Glencoe Club to facilitate safe travel and to maximize utilization of the 

safe environment within the club. 

The subject of safety surfaced in many different aspects. From the security gates at the 

entrance, to the sense of identity where members feel they are acknowledged and noticed, to the 

consistent and transparent communication of health and safety protocols, safety can be expressed 

as an experience and a feeling. Discussions during the world café session demonstrated the 

variety of methods The Glencoe Club expresses safety. As one participant noted, “Making it a 

safe place is not just about the cleaning products that we . . . might use but is the feeling of safety 

too” (E7). Another participant stated, “That they feel welcome and seen and that is what makes 

them feel safe” (E8). When a safe place is able to be clearly demonstrated, members’ 

engagement in the club increases. In response to the main inquiry question of how might The 
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Glencoe Club foster social relationships within the club to advance member engagement, I 

concluded that consistently creating and communicating a safe place would provide a foundation 

for building social relationships. 

Summary of the Study Conclusions 

The conclusions provide insights relating generally to the main inquiry question of how 

The Glencoe Club might foster social relationships within the club to advance member 

engagement. Through club facilitation of social relationships, a recognition of the importance of 

family programming opportunities, fostering a sense of identification, providing a diverse range 

of programs, services and events that include social relationship building, and supplying a safe 

place for all to feel welcome creates the foundation for membership engagement at The Glencoe 

Club. 

The findings and conclusions highlight the role social relationships play in the value of 

membership, how members have historically created social relationships, and how experiences 

and events such as the pandemic influenced social relationships. Through the results of this 

inquiry, The Glencoe Club is now able to recognize the steps needed to integrate social 

relationships more fully into programs, services, and events into the future, and through times of 

adversity. 

Scope and Limitations of the Inquiry 

The scope of this study was limited to The Glencoe Club social relationships and 

membership engagement. This study did not include The Glencoe Golf & Country Club, even 

though some members had experiences at both locations. The effects of social relationships on 

well-being and health outcomes were not included in the scope of this qualitative study. 
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One limitation of this study was the narrow representation in the focus groups. The 

established and future membership group were represented by participants above the age of 35 

years. The demographic of young adults was not represented unless through reference by family 

members. Further studies would benefit from actively pursuing engagement from this 

demographic. Future studies may also benefit from offering the focus group during the early 

evening or interview options to expand this demographic. Another diverse perspective limitation 

was the small sampling of future members. Although future members involved did present a 

diverse representation, the study would have benefited from additional perspectives. 

Due to time constraints in the established member focus group, I was unable to pose 

questions specifically regarding the influence of the pandemic on social relationships. Although 

many responses from other questions incorporated the influence of the pandemic and indicated 

the current situation of the inquiry, future studies would benefit from further understanding on 

the role crisis has on social relationships. Although posed to the future members’ group, their 

lack of membership accessibility due to membership status did not support adaptations made to 

club utilization. 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, both the circle way focus groups and world café were 

limited to an online platform. Although my participants and I were comfortable with the Zoom 

platform, this did influence the human connection and relationship aspect of the methods as 

participants were easily distracted by home interruptions and background in other participants’ 

rooms. Technology issues complicated the process with participants being kicked out of sessions, 

freezing, and people’s voices were difficult to hear or understand in some situations. Although 

the use of breakout rooms in the world café created an opportunity for small group discussions, I 
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was unable to easily observe conversations and audio recordings were more complicated to 

transcribe. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter demonstrated how the data acquired during the focus groups provided the 

basis for the findings and conclusions to answer the primary research question of how The 

Glencoe Club might foster social relationships within the club to advance membership 

engagement. These findings provided the basis of discussions completed during the world café 

method with the employees. I concluded this chapter with an identification of the scope and 

limitations of the inquiry. The data from the circle way focus group and world café discussions 

informed the development of practical solutions and recommendations, which will be presented 

in Chapter 5.  
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Chapter 5: Inquiry Implications 

In this chapter, I put forward the recommendations that emerged from the circle way and 

world café focus groups and reflect the participatory process of this action oriented research 

model as outlined by Greenwood and Levin (2006). The recommendations are a reflection of the 

data, findings, and conclusions, and respond to the inquiry questions. I first outline how the 

recommendations have been incorporated into the organization’s operations to date and detail the 

implications of future organizational integration in the short and long term. I close the chapter 

with implications for future inquiries and a thesis summary and conclusion. 

In review, to protect the anonymity of participants, I used participant codes A1 through to 

A8 for active members, H1 for the house member, and S1 through to S3 for social members. I 

assigned employees participant codes E1 through to E12 and the inquiry team IT1 through to 

IT4. 

Study Recommendations 

This section provides key recommendations in response to the main research question: 

How might The Glencoe Club foster social relationships within the club to advance member 

engagement? The recommendations also provides a response to the research subquestions: 

1. What role do social relationships play in the value of any Glencoe Club membership? 

2. How have The Glencoe Club members historically created and deepened social 

relationships through their experiences? 

3. How have experiences and events such as the pandemic influenced how the 

membership builds and maintains relationships? 
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4. What steps does The Glencoe Club need to take to integrate social relationships more 

fully into programs, services, and events in the future? 

The recommendations are as follows: 

1. Encourage new member integration to support earlier membership engagement. 

2. Further develop the social intraclub program. 

3. Continue to foster a welcoming and approachable environment. 

4. Support varying experiences as people evolve throughout their membership lifetime. 

Recommendation 1: Encourage New Member Integration to Support Earlier Membership 

Engagement 

The importance of social relationships to established and future members was clearly 

articulated in the findings. New members indicated a challenge to social integration and how to 

“understand where you fit” (S2). New members could consist of those who move through the 

waitlist system, marry an established member, or move back after an extended leave such as a 

university student. As indicated in Conclusion 1, The Glencoe Club would benefit from further 

facilitation of the social aspect of programs, services, and events, particularly for new members 

as they navigate the process of integrating into the established social structure. I propose this 

club facilitation occur through initiatives such as social and house social programs, common 

purpose programs, a Glencoe mentor or buddy program, introduction socials, recreation leagues, 

clear club navigation, whole club events and further evaluation of the new member process. 

As social and house members can access social programs and events from the beginning 

of their membership process, club facilitation could support creating new friendships, 

interactions, and social relationships at every step of the membership journey. Examples 
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suggested by members and employees include new member social nights, speaker series with 

facilitated discussion groups, and partnerships with local entertainment organizations for unique 

Glencoe experiences (S2–S3; E8; IT1). These opportunities allow for like-minded individuals to 

come together for a common interest as indicated in Finding 3, which outlined the diversity of 

relationships linked with similar interests. 

Facilitated socialization could also be developed through further offering of programs 

and events that connect members with a common purpose such as volunteering, fundraising, 

competitions, or a common goal. Preparing a meal for a local charity organization such as 

Ronald MacDonald House, raising money to build a school abroad, or drawing together a team 

for a local road race all bring like-minded individuals together, which supports facilitated 

socialization (A4; E9; IT1). 

In addition to the concepts of connecting with a purpose, employees suggested a Glencoe 

mentor or buddy program for new members (E4; E7–E9). This program could support youth 

navigating various stages of key membership protocols such as how to open a locker, club 

etiquette, or to simply try an activity together (E7–E9). One participant suggested “connecting 

the 17-year-old tennis player with a brand new six-year-old tennis player” (E4); this would help 

build positive club engagement as the older mentors could play the role of “influencers” (E4) or 

play the “older brother effect” (E5). This program could be extended to all new members of all 

ages in a variation of a “matchmaking opportunity . . . where a couple gets paired with another 

couple and then they go to Wine Wednesday together” (E7). 

Access for new members can be challenging with certain programs and events “selling 

out in minutes” (IT1) and new members not understanding how to best position themselves to 
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successfully register. Additionally, house, and social members have a delayed registration date, 

and The Glencoe Club may not have adequate opportunities available when they are able to 

register (E2; E7; IT1). Employees suggested offering an “introduction social for new members” 

(E3), “bring a new friend day” (E2), or increasing the offerings when possible to be able to 

accommodate new members. 

Leagues are strong social programs but “because [often] league members have been 

participants for many years; it may be difficult to break into a group” (E8). Intimidation and 

established strong social relationships can present as access limiters as current participants can 

be perceived as having mastered skills, highly competitive, or may have already formed teams 

(E3; E8; E10; E12; IT4). Employees suggested creating recreation leagues, social games prior to 

leagues, or new member nights to break the perceived access barriers (E3; E6; E8; E10). 

Navigation considerations will support new member integration. At 320,000 ft2, 

navigating hallways to find a locker room, activity area, or meeting room can be challenging 

(The Glencoe Club, n.d.-a). “The club is very big. I know when I first started, it shocked me how 

much building there was” (E8). Clear wayfinding, as suggested by E8, will support those new to 

the facility and their guests. Navigation is not limited to facilities. Navigating the registration 

process, rules, and etiquette would also benefit from clear and timely communication (A4; E2; 

E8). 

Whole club events will support new member integration and The Glencoe Club 

community at large. In the past, The Glencoe Club offered an annual member and community 

road race called the Icebreaker and a club-wide Halloween party (E5; S2). Whole club events 

could support new member wayfinding, cross-department exposure, and facilitate social 
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interaction and relationship building (E5; E9–E12). Small events such as “surprise and delight” 

(E8) pop-up events “are just as important as a big event where we’re purposely bringing them 

together” (E8). As large events require significant organization and coordination, a balance 

between occasional large and frequent small events could support social interaction situations 

(E5; E7–E8). 

To facilitate a positive integration, long-term considerations may include an evaluation of 

the steps required for a prospective member to acquire a full active membership. Currently, 

members who join both The Glencoe Club and The Glencoe Golf and Country Club can become 

active members quicker than those that only join The Glencoe Club. Current social members 

perceived that this process created an “unintended class system” (S2) and was not equitable (S1–

S2). Communication strategies that work toward transparent understanding may also correct any 

perception of inequality or a sense of “fast tracking” (S2). 

Integration efforts of new members to the club may be presented through targeted events, 

a mentorship program, removing barriers to access, clarity in communication practices, whole 

club experiences and an evaluation of the membership access process. As Recommendation 1 

provides a foundation for experience, a prioritization on this recommendation will support the 

development of social relationships throughout the membership and individual membership 

lifetime. 

Recommendation 2: Further Develop the Social Intraclub Program 

Intraclubs are a prominent and common component of the private sport and social club 

industry (E4). The Missouri Athletic Club has over 20 different intraclubs that support a social 

structure that allows for member networking and friendship forming (Missouri Athletic Club, 
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2017). Examples of intraclubs include bridge, book, fishing, wine, photography, theatre, and 

triathlon clubs (E4; E7; H1). Many employees recommended intraclubs as a program 

development strategy (E4; E6–E8). Development of an intraclub program will encourage 

participants across all levels of membership and draw together like-minded individuals to use the 

club without causing oversubscription to the facilities. 

The current structure of The Glencoe Club intraclub program requires it to be member led 

and driven. Although there is support for booking, communication, and planning, very few 

initiatives have been developed and have been limited in subscription. Currently, the popular and 

sustainable intraclubs at The Glencoe Club are those that have a “staff champion to create the 

community” (E7). As one employee recognized, “Our members have interest in something, but 

they don’t want to be the organizer. They want to participate” (E7). The Glencoe Club would 

benefit by initially developing a variety of new intraclubs with employee facilitation to organize 

the events and create initial interaction between members. Over time, the intraclubs could 

become self-managed and employees could transition to a minor support role. 

A strong intraclub program would establish memberships and employee connections and 

support new member navigation and the changing needs and interests of the members over time, 

which are reflected in the Conclusion 1 discussion of how the facilitation of social relationships 

will benefit the club. Active members highlighted the importance of employee relationships in 

their membership experience, yet current intraclub structure limits employee involvement to an 

organizing role. Increased employee involvement in the intraclub programs would support 

development of employee and member relationships and membership engagement as presented 
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in Conclusion 3 as the sense of identification with members and employees will advance 

engagement. 

The intraclub program would work to draw together members with common interests or 

goals, as presented through Finding 3, which identified the diversity of relationships linked with 

a common interest. Intraclubs could be developed around this theme and suggestions included 

volunteering, competitive masters training, and items such as wine or scotch (E3–E4; H1; IT1). 

As family presented itself as a primary driver of membership engagement in Conclusion 

2, offering a family intraclub program could work to foster membership engagement in 

cooperation with social relationship development. As “the definition of family has changed over 

[the years]” (A6), intraclubs that support various family structures could connect members in 

new ways. Participants’ suggestions for family intraclubs included socials for single parent 

families, gender diverse families, or families with children with disabilities (A6; IT4). 

Intraclubs can work to connect like-minded members together to establish new social 

relationships and membership engagement. Employees recommended including an employee 

champion in development of these new intraclubs, which requires financial and resource 

allocation (E7). Participants agreed this investment will support engagement across all categories 

of membership. 

Recommendation 3: Continue to Foster a Welcoming and Approachable Environment 

Established members highlighted the welcome and approachable environment that 

employees have facilitated (A1; A3; A5; A7; A8). Participants identified this approachable 

environment as more than a greeting, however, and employees recognized that an emphasis on 
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building relationships, consistency in experience, safety, and an inclusive environment could 

support further development (E1; E3). 

Conclusion 5 demonstrated how safety created the foundation for engagement. This 

foundation for engagement mirrored a welcome and approachable environment. One employee 

recognized, “When you talk about safety and you talk about feeling welcome, they . . . go hand 

in hand . . . that welcome feeling makes you feel comfortable, which makes you feel safe with 

the feelings that come along with it” (E7). Specific recommendations participants offered for 

safety actions that support engagement include transparent and timely safety communication, a 

listing of current employee certifications and qualifications, and development of new initiatives 

such as the allergy training program for food and beverage employees (E7–E9). The Glencoe 

Club has entry gates to provide access control, but employees commented the process could be 

improved with a streamlined system, an updated nonmember youth pick-up procedure, and a 

process for safe exiting to support access safety from visit start to finish (E4; IT2). 

Employee social relationship building with members supports “that safe place within this 

safe place” (E3) when needed, which reflects Finding 4 of the club providing a safe place and 

Conclusion 5 of the club being a safe place being a foundation for engagement. When faced with 

a challenge, members turned to employees they had developed relationships with to help (E3; 

E6). One participant reasoned this supported members knowing who and “where to go when 

something’s wrong or when you see something that shouldn’t be there” (IT2). This safe 

connection reflects Conclusion 3, sense of identification. When you have been acknowledged, it 

becomes “okay to approach and voice . . . a concern” (E8). 
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One employee commented there is room for improvement in relationship building with 

some user groups and provided the observation that juniors were not greeted as readily as adult 

members (E3). This observation reflects a need for an evaluation on the club’s inclusivity 

practices and to identify other user groups that could benefit from increased recognition and 

acknowledgement. This may include those who are not able to access the club through illness or 

isolation (M. Pennington, personal communication, November 28, 2021). 

Rule enforcement consistency demonstrates a focus on safety and supports a welcoming 

environment. Participants indicated consistency in communication and addressing rules was an 

opportunity for employee training and clarity in employee roles (E1; E3; E5; IT2). Inconsistency 

“confuses or creates an environment where [members are] not sure what to do” (E1). Employees 

reported there is an opportunity for addressing these issues through employee training on how to 

empower all employees with appropriate and timely communication and connections (E3; IT2). 

Suggestions included onboarding training, supervisor training, article in employee 

communication, and performance management (E1; E3; IT2). 

The current dues structure includes an extra fee for all instructional services (D. Hope, 

personal communication, February 28, 2022). Through identification of opportunities to provide 

complimentary instruction, employees can develop initial and further relationships with members 

and enhance approachability (A5; A8). One member commented, “I find it rather intimidating to 

try and approach staff when they’re congregating in groups engaged in a conversation. I feel like 

I’m interrupting” (A8). Employee onboarding, ongoing training, and performance management 

would benefit from integrating techniques to proactively approach members and decrease 

perceived barriers. 
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A welcome and approachable environment supports The Glencoe Club’s (n.d.-c) vision 

of “being our members’ second home” (Vision section, para. 1). When the members feel 

“welcome and seen” (E8) they connect to the “second home piece. There is no place you feel 

[safer] than at home” (E9). Members found the welcome and approachable environment provides 

the foundation for their engagement and the employees identified inclusivity, safety, 

acknowledgement, and connection as tools for deepening the feeling. 

Recommendation 4: Support Varying Experiences as People Evolve Throughout Their 

Membership Lifetime 

Finding 1 highlighted the importance of an evolving experience opportunity over the span 

of an individual’s membership. Conclusion 4 highlighted how club usage ebbs and flows over 

the course of a member’s lifetime. The Glencoe Club is both structured physically and 

operationally to support evolving interests, needs, and abilities through members’ changing ages, 

life situations, and social relationship evolution. Addressing user groups that are being 

overlooked, providing programming for changing member demographics, developing flexible 

delivery methods, and educating employees on how to facilitate evolving experiences will ensure 

members remain engaged when their interests shift. 

Underrepresented member user groups identified include teens and young adults, single 

older adults, isolated members, and single parents (A2; A3; A6; A7; E1–E3; E7; E10; E12; S3). 

Participants’ suggestions for addressing the missing user group included providing programming 

for teens to volunteer or develop leadership skills, singles nights for older adults or single 

parents, and reaching out to isolated members to involve them in supportive wellness programs 

(A6; E3; E7). Considering methods for overcoming barriers to facility access such as transport 
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vans or shuttle services was proposed for “those that become disabled, either temporarily or 

permanently, when they need the club the most” (M. Pennington, personal communication, 

November 28, 2021). 

Future programming should consider all demographics and the variety within. Programs 

should address the variety of older adult activity abilities and work to support those who wish to 

“age in place” (AF1) and to continue living in their own home. On the other end of the spectrum, 

there are many very active and competitive aging adults who would benefit from programming 

to address the specific needs of masters and senior athletes (HF1). By understanding the 

changing and variety of needs and abilities, The Glencoe Club employees can work to create 

programming, events, and services to facilitate all interests and abilities. 

Flexibility in delivery methods will support the evolving societal needs. A shift to virtual 

programming and adaptation through innovation were reported by Kenny et al. (2021) in their 

study of the effects of virtual programming on family therapy. The Glencoe Club witnessed the 

value of virtual program offerings during the COVID-19 pandemic and has adapted many 

programs to offer both onsite and online hybrid delivery methods (S. Hodgkinson, personal 

communication, December 14, 2021). By continuing to invest in virtual programming and 

consider innovative program delivery methods, The Glencoe Club can continue to provide 

experiences to members when illness, travel, weather, or simply time constraints limit club visits 

(A8). 

Innovative delivery methods can also be applied to events. During the COVID-19 club 

closures, special events were facilitated virtually (E7). In the past, speaker sessions were 

exclusively offered onsite, but switching to a virtual platform has enabled the club to attract a 
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larger market and higher profile speakers have been more cost effective (J. Power Cyr, personal 

communication, February 26, 2022). Reimagining events can provide support to members’ 

utilization of events to foster social relationships and advance membership engagement, which 

was the focus of this inquiry. 

Employee education on different department offerings will support facilitation of the 

member experience evolution. By ensuring that Reception and Program department employees 

understand all the club offerings, they can effectively guide members to programs and services 

that can address their changing needs and interests (A7). An active member expressed, “How 

beneficial it would be if [a massage therapist] recognized what our bodies are doing [at the club], 

they can help us more” (A1). Cross-department employee training will not only support member 

experience evolution but also cross-department synergies and future programming opportunities. 

Participants’ recommendations that surfaced in the circle way focus groups and world 

café session provided actionable, practical, and relevant suggestions to support The Glencoe 

Club in its goal to advance membership engagement. Through the world café discussions, 

employees considered their own role in the organization and how they could engage together to 

transform, improve, and create a strong Glencoe community, which was reflective of both 

action-oriented research and systems thinking (Hersted et al., 2019). 

Organizational Implications 

The inquiry included simple proposed actions that The Glencoe Club has initiated 

incorporation into their operations, but there are some recommendations that will necessitate 

employee role and responsibility changes, budgetary considerations, and member facilitation, 

which will take additional time. 
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This research was inspired by conversations with members, board members, and senior 

management and was conceptualized and finalized with senior management. Employees were 

involved in every stage of this research and played key roles as either inquiry team members or 

participants of the world café method. The employees reflected on the member focus group’s 

findings and created recommendations and action steps. Facilitated by the diverse representation 

from all levels of responsibility and various departments, some of the recommendations were 

incorporated into operations shortly after the world café session without any prompting by me or 

senior management. An article was written for the quarterly club magazine to introduce the duty 

manager team and increase safety procedure communication (A7), which was identified in 

Recommendation 3 of enhancing a welcome and approachable environment. The process itself 

created a shift in awareness from all of those involved. 

Once the recommendations were completed, I presented a research summary that 

included background, process, findings, conclusions, and recommendations to the senior 

management, supervisors, the recreation department, and board of directors, along with a 

summary handout. A lunch-and-learn session allowed employees to discuss the findings, reflect 

on how individuals can be involved in the implementation process, and create future action 

recommendations. An article summarizing the research was created for the quarterly membership 

magazine, The Glencoe Life, which is distributed to all members digitally and in print. All 

member circle way participants were sent a copy of the article and invited for further 

conversations on the topic. 

The systemic challenge is that true systems change requires buy-in from across the 

organization. Through the inquiry knowledge dissemination process, management, supervisors, 
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and employees have recognized the importance of their roles in creating a welcoming and 

approachable environment and prioritized this perspective. Incorporation of day-to-day actions 

will require consistent prioritization and commitment that can emerge from positive 

reinforcement in the form of performance management but also positive membership 

engagement. 

The Glencoe Club has an organization culture workshop that they utilize for onboarding 

purposes that includes mission, vision, and values training. This workshop has incorporated an 

emphasis on a welcoming and approachable environment as per Recommendation 3 and utilized 

the member examples and quotes to demonstrate the importance. 

Throughout the pandemic, employees created successful initiatives that predated yet 

aligned with the recommendations. A virtual speaker series, complimentary special fitness 

classes, and special surprise and delight experiences such as a pop-up complimentary cookie and 

hot chocolate station on a cold day. The recommendations supported their continuation and 

sparked future planning. The Glencoe Club is planning a full-club fun activity challenge for the 

spring. These initiatives support cross-departmental synergies and experiences and attract 

missing user groups, which support Recommendation 4 of evolving experiences. These 

initiatives all required budgetary considerations that were made possible because of a one-time 

budget allocation to provide complimentary membership experiences post pandemic. This 

inquiry demonstrated the value in these initiatives and has created support for further budget 

considerations. 

Further initiatives that The Glencoe Club is in the process of considering include 

employee roles and responsibilities to address Recommendations 1 and 2, new member 
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integration, and the development of the intraclub program. This direction will necessitate 

budgetary and organizational structure changes, but there is strong management support for this 

initiative at this time. 

As the recreation manager, I have influence over the department employee training and 

program development and can champion for budget allotment. In the future, I look forward to 

facilitating new member engagement initiatives, intraclubs, and full-club experiences. The circle 

way focus groups and world café processes were an effective way of engaging members and 

employees to imagine positive possibilities for The Glencoe Club, and I hope to repeat these 

methods annually post thesis. 

This positive process has supported and developed the understanding of the role social 

relationships play in membership engagement at The Glencoe Club. The integration of the 

recommendations will require program planning, employee support, organizational structural 

changes, and budgetary considerations. As current support has been heightened due to the 

successful knowledge dissemination through multilevel employee and board presentations, I am 

confident that the organization will be able to adopt many of the recommendations in the short 

and longer term. This will position the club to be able to weather service interruptions now and 

into the future, demonstrate membership value, identify future strategic priorities, and ultimately 

build membership engagement and value. 

Implications for Future Inquiry 

This inquiry provided support for the collaborative and continuous learning processes 

that are key components of action oriented research (Greenwood et al., 1993). Due to the 

participant limitations in this study, future inquiries on the role of social relationships and 
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membership engagement would benefit from representation from younger demographics 

including ages 19 to 35 and new members. A deeper investigation into the role personal, local, or 

global crises play in social relationships or membership engagement would also provide further 

insights. 

Future inquiry topics might include a deeper dive into the new member experience and 

established member perspective on new members. Although not reflected in established 

participants’ comments, employees witnessed established members’ concern regarding the 

impacts that new members have on their experiences, such as activity area access or program 

registration availability (E9; C. Bonyai, personal communication, March 9, 2022). As 

recommended initiatives developed from this inquiry include a focus on new member 

integration, further inquiry could support positive methods for engagement that support both the 

new and established member perspective. 

The literature reviewed for this inquiry revealed very little on the role of social 

relationships in the club, recreation, or membership engagement. Other topics that emerged from 

the literature search that may provide future insights into membership engagement include the 

concepts of a third place and social capital in relationship development (Mair, 2009; Makridis & 

Wu, 2021). These concepts were outside the scope of this thesis but present themselves as 

potential useful concepts in the understanding of social relationships in the advancement of 

membership engagement. 

Thesis Summary and Conclusion 

I conducted this inquiry with intent to understand the role that social relationships play in 

membership engagement and answer the main inquiry question of how might The Glencoe Club 
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foster social relationships within the club to advance membership engagement. Subquestions 

inquired into the role social relationships play in membership value, how members have 

historically created social relationships, the influence of events such as the pandemic on 

membership relationships, and what facilitation or steps The Glencoe Club should take to 

integrate social relationships more fully into programs, services, and events in the future. 

This thesis started with a chapter to focus and frame the research, which provided an 

understanding of the significance of the inquiry, organizational context, and system analysis. As 

a core value of The Glencoe Club (n.d.-c), this investigation provided an opportunity for club 

leadership to apply the learnings to develop meaningful connections, strengthen membership 

engagement, and attain organizational stability through times of local and global change. 

The second chapter consisted of a literature review that highlighted the methods of 

forming and enhancing relationships in the recreation, sport, and club industries. The influence 

on the COVID-19 pandemic on social relationships was also explored. As the literature review 

produced limited results regarding the methods of forming and enhancing relationships in the 

recreation, sport, and club industries, this thesis provided insights to address gaps in the literature 

and highlighted opportunities for further research. 

Chapter 3 outlined the methodological approach of this thesis and the study conduct. In 

alignment with my goals in conducting this inquiry, I chose an appreciative inquiry action-

oriented research methodology, which is highlighted by a participatory and relational approach 

(Chowdhury, 2019; Greenwood et al., 1993). In the “Study Conduct” section of Chapter 3, I 

demonstrated how the use of the circle way method enabled the inquiry team and I to attain 

diverse perspectives and stories from the membership to generate the data for this inquiry. The 
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world café method completed with the employee team was able to take the findings extrapolated 

from the data and provide actionable recommendations. I also clarified the data analysis process 

and demonstrated validity and how ethical implications were considered throughout the research 

process. I outlined inquiry outputs, and I concluded Chapter 3 with how this thesis will 

contribute to not only The Glencoe Club but also the hospitality industry as a whole. 

Chapter 4 presented the findings and conclusions of the inquiry and identified the scope 

and limitations of research.  

The following four findings emerged from this inquiry: 

1. Social engagement drives membership engagement.  

2. Experiences evolve over the lifetime of membership. 

3. Glencoe Club members form diverse relationships at the club, which are fostered by 

common interests. 

4. The Glencoe Club is a safe place.  

Based upon the study findings and the literature reviewed, I developed the following five 

study conclusions:  

1. The Glencoe Club, as a sport and social club, will benefit from further facilitation of 

social relationship building in programs, services, and events. 

2. Family experiences are primary drivers of club use and engagement. 

3. The sense of identification through social relationships with members and employees 

advances membership engagement. 

4. A diverse range of facilities, programs, services, and events will support the ebb and 

flow of club usage over the lifetime of membership. 
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5. A safe place provides a foundation for engagement. 

The scope of this study was limited to social relationships and membership engagement 

within The Glencoe Club. The limitations of the inquiry included the sampling demographics 

that were not represented in the data collection and the influence of the shortage of time and 

online platform. 

The final thesis chapter outlined the following four study recommendations based on 

participants’ contributions and the research: 

1. Encourage new member integration to support earlier membership engagement. 

2. Further develop the social intraclub program. 

3. Continue to foster a welcoming and approachable environment. 

4. Support varying experiences as they evolve throughout their membership lifetime.  

This chapter included organizational implications for immediate and future realization 

and concluded with implications for future inquiries. This information will provide The Glencoe 

Club board of directors, senior management, employees, and members with actionable direction 

and a greater understanding of how social relationships could advance membership engagement. 

When I walk down the halls of the club, I see preschool age children running to the play 

area with their friends, a grandfather and grandchild sitting on the couch cuddling as they decide 

whether to go for a snack or go swimming, a group of aquafitness participants laughing as they 

make their way to the café to have coffee after their class. In the past, in my role as recreation 

manager, I have found the members with whom I have a social relationship are more likely to 

share their concerns and feedback with a positive perspective. This process has provided an 

understanding as to why that is, as social relationships provide a foundation for positive 
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membership engagement. This inquiry highlighted the importance my role as senior leader and 

recreation manager plays within The Glencoe Club in the creation of meaningful relationship 

building and for deepening membership value. This club is more than a collection of treadmills, 

a swimming pool, or a really great bowl of soup—it is an experience and, in the words of a 

member, “is a huge part of our life and something I would never not want for my children” (A4). 
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Appendix A: Systems Map I – The Glencoe Club Membership Experience and Engagement 

The systems map is presented in five separate figures, with Figure A1 showing the full map and 

Figures A2 through to A5 presenting the four quadrants of the figure: top left (Leagues & 

Leaders and Programs), bottom left (Food & Beverages), top right (Events), and bottom right 

(Drop In Use). 

Figure A1 

Overview of The Glencoe Club Systems Map 
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Figure A2 

Top-Left Quadrant of The Glencoe Club Systems Map – Leagues & Ladders and Programs 
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Figure A3 

Bottom-Left Quadrant of The Glencoe Club Systems Map – Food & Beverage 
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Figure A4 

Top-Right Quadrant of The Glencoe Club Systems Map – Events 
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Figure A5 

Bottom-Right Quadrant of The Glencoe Club Systems Map – Drop-In Use 
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Appendix B: Systems Map II – Influence on Social Relationships 
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Appendix C: Focus Group Invitations – Active Member 

Advancing Membership Engagement in the Sport and Recreation Industry Using Social 

Relationships 

November 3, 20221 

Dear [member] 

I would like to invite you to be part of a research project that we are conducting in conjunction 

with The Glencoe Club. This project is part of the requirement for my Master of Arts Degree in 

Leadership through Royal Roads University. This project has been approved by the Royal Roads 

University and The Glencoe Club and we have been given permission to contact potential 

participants for this purpose. This project has received approval from the Royal Roads University 

Research Ethics Board and any questions regarding ethics approval can be addressed to [email 

address]. 

The purpose of my research is to investigate the role social relationships play in The Glencoe 

Club membership experience. This will include relationships between members, with employees 

and with The Glencoe Club as a whole. By understanding the role of the social relationship, our 

hope is to identify methods to further enhance membership experience and deepen membership 

connections. 

In order to maximize perspectives, a diverse population sampling will be created for selection. 

Two focus groups will be conducted, one for social/house members to represent newer 

memberships and another from active members to represent members with history. As the focus 

groups will be limited to 8 participants each, participants will be selected randomly from similar 

usage and membership type/history. 

This phase of my research project will consist of a small focus group of 6-8 participants and is 

estimated to last 60-90 minutes. The active membership focus group, in which you qualify for, 

will occur via Zoom 2:00 – 3:30 pm on Wednesday December 1, and will be facilitated by 

myself and Samantha Humphrys, Membership Experience Supervisor. 

As lead researcher with Royal Roads University and also Recreation Manager at The Glencoe 

Club, there may be a perception of a conflict of interest or researcher bias. In order to minimize 

any potential conflict of interest or researcher bias, the inquiry team includes four different 

Glencoe employees, a past board member and two external Royal Road University Master of 
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Arts in Leadership Students. All participants will be notified of this dual role, reminded at the 

start of the focus group and any participation will be strictly voluntary. 

You are not required to participate in this research project. If you do choose to participate, you 

are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice. Please note that your data contributions to the 

conversation cannot be removed once given but confidentiality and anonymity will be 

maintained throughout the process. Your decision to not participate will also be maintained in 

confidence. 

As the researcher, I will maintain your confidentiality, but I cannot promise this on behalf of the 

other participants in the process. However, I will request that all participants respect the 

confidential nature of this study and not share identifying information with others. 

All information you supply during the research will be held in confidence and unless you 

specifically indicate your consent, your name will not appear in any report or publication of the 

research. The data will be collected by way of audio recording and then subsequent transcription. 

Your data will be safely stored and only research staff will have access to this information. 

Confidentiality shall be provided to the fullest extent possible by law. As the online method will 

be hosted on Zoom where data may be stored in the USA, data is stored on servers in the USA 

and may be subject to examination by the US government under the USA Patriot Act. While this 

likelihood is small, I am required to let you know of this possible risk. The data will be destroyed 

once the research report has been submitted and approved. 

The research results will be published in public outlets, including a thesis dissertation that will be 

published in RRU’s Digital Archive, Pro-Quest and Library and Archives Canada. The results 

may also be disseminated at public and academic conferences and presentations. A summary 

write up will be made available for members through the Glencoe Life and for employees 

through presentations and the employee newsletter. All research participants will also receive a 

copy of the research results and final report. 

If you have any questions about the research in general or about your potential role in the study, 

please feel free to contact myself at [telephone number] or [email address] 

Suzette O’Byrne 

Lead Researcher, Royal Roads University 

Recreation Manager, The Glencoe Club 

In order to maximize perspectives, a diverse population sampling will be created for selection. 

This project will also divide the participants into newer members (house and social members) 

and established members (active members) to understand diverse experiences, goals, and ideals. 

Please complete this information to allow for random selection from various user groups and 

membership history. 

Name: ________________________________________________________________________ 
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Research demographic prescreening for grouping purposes: 

1. Membership type: __________________________________________________ 

2. Membership tenure: ______________ 

3. Areas of The Glencoe Club utilize on a regular basis______________________________ 

4. Programs you utilize on a regular basis: ________________________________________ 

5. Services you utilize on a regular basis: _________________________________________ 

6. Events you utilize on a regular basis: __________________________________________ 

7. How often do you use Food & Beverage services? _______________________________ 
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Appendix D: Focus Group Invitations – House/Social Member 

 

Advancing Membership Engagement in the Sport and Recreation Industry Using Social 

Relationships 

November 3, 20221 

Dear [member] 

I would like to invite you to be part of a research project that we are conducting in conjunction 

with The Glencoe Club. This project is part of the requirement for my Master of Arts Degree in 

Leadership through Royal Roads University. This project has been approved by the Royal Roads 

University and The Glencoe Club and we have been given permission to contact potential 

participants for this purpose. This project has received approval from the Royal Roads University 

Research Ethics Board and any questions regarding ethics approval can be addressed to [email 

address]. 

The purpose of my research is to investigate the role social relationships play in The Glencoe 

Club membership experience. This will include relationships between members, with employees 

and with The Glencoe Club as a whole. By understanding the role of the social relationship, our 

hope is to identify methods to further enhance membership experience and deepen membership 

connections. 

In order to maximize perspectives, a diverse population sampling will be created for selection. 

Two focus groups will be conducted, one for social/house members to represent newer 

memberships and another from active members to represent members with history. As the focus 

groups will be limited to 8 participants each, participants will be selected randomly from similar 

usage and membership type/history. 

This phase of my research project will consist of a small focus group of 6-8 participants and is 

estimated to last 60-90 minutes. The house/social membership focus group, in which you qualify 

for, will occur via Zoom 10:00 – 11:30 am on Thursday December 2, and will be facilitated by 

myself and Jana-Lyn Fairbairn, General Manager. 

As lead researcher with Royal Roads University and also Recreation Manager at The Glencoe 

Club, there may be a perception of a conflict of interest or researcher bias. In order to minimize 

any potential conflict of interest or researcher bias, the inquiry team includes four different 
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Glencoe employees, a past board member and two external Royal Road University Master of 

Arts in Leadership Students. All participants will be notified of this dual role, reminded at the 

start of the focus group and any participation will be strictly voluntary. 

You are not required to participate in this research project. If you do choose to participate, you 

are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice. Please note that your data contributions to the 

conversation cannot be removed once given but confidentiality and anonymity will be 

maintained throughout the process. Your decision to not participate will also be maintained in 

confidence. 

As the researcher, I will maintain your confidentiality, but I cannot promise this on behalf of the 

other participants in the process. However, I will request that all participants respect the 

confidential nature of this study and not share identifying information with others. 

All information you supply during the research will be held in confidence and unless you 

specifically indicate your consent, your name will not appear in any report or publication of the 

research. The data will be collected by way of audio recording and then subsequent transcription. 

Your data will be safely stored and only research staff will have access to this information. 

Confidentiality shall be provided to the fullest extent possible by law. As the online method will 

be hosted on Zoom where data may be stored in the USA, data is stored on servers in the USA 

and may be subject to examination by the US government under the USA Patriot Act. While this 

likelihood is small, I am required to let you know of this possible risk. The data will be destroyed 

once the research report has been submitted and approved. 

The research results will be published in public outlets, including a thesis dissertation that will be 

published in RRU’s Digital Archive, Pro-Quest and Library and Archives Canada. The results 

may also be disseminated at public and academic conferences and presentations. A summary 

write up will be made available for members through the Glencoe Life and for employees 

through presentations and the employee newsletter. All research participants will also receive a 

copy of the research results and final report. 

If you have any questions about the research in general or about your potential role in the study, 

please feel free to contact myself at [telephone number] or [email address]. 

Suzette O’Byrne 

Lead Researcher, Royal Roads University 

Recreation Manager, The Glencoe Club 

In order to maximize perspectives, a diverse population sampling will be created for selection. 

This project will also divide the participants into newer members (house and social members) 

and established members (active members) to understand diverse experiences, goals, and ideals. 

Please complete this information to allow for random selection from various user groups and 

membership history. 

Name: ________________________________________________________________________ 

mailto:sobyrne@glencoe.org
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Research demographic prescreening for grouping purposes: 

1. Membership tenure: ______________ 

2. Areas of The Glencoe Club utilize: ________________________________________ 

3. Programs you are interested in: ___________________________________________ 

4. Services you utilize: ____________________________________________________ 

5. How often do you use Food & Beverage services? ____________________________ 
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Appendix E: World Café Invitation and Informed Consent 

Advancing Membership Engagement in the Sport and Recreation Industry Using 

Social Relationships 

World Café Invitation and Informed Consent 

You are invited to participate in a research action project investigating the nature of The 

Glencoe Club relationship enhancing by participating in a World Café. This project is 

being conducted through Royal Roads University to support a Master of Leadership 

Thesis. 

The goal of this research is that, through understanding the role social relationships play at The 

Glencoe Club, we can identify methods to further enhance membership experience and deepen 

membership connections. You may verify the authenticity of this project by contacting my 

academic supervisor, Dr. Lesley Bainbridge ([email address]). 

The World Café is expected to take 120 minutes to complete. The findings will be presented 

from membership focus groups and thus the focus of the World Café will be utilized to strategize 

how to move the ideas into actions at individual, team, and whole organization levels. This 

process will be facilitated by members of the inquiry team which will include employees Suzette 

O’Byrne, Jana-Lyn Fairbairn, Samantha Humphrys, Jessica Power Cyr and Marguerite Paulson, 

past board president and member. 

In addition to submitting a final report to Royal Roads University in partial fulfillment for a 

master’s degree, the research findings, learnings, and applicable deliverables will be shared with 

the member and employees of The Glencoe Club. The research results will be published in 

public outlets that will be published in RRU’s Digital Archive, Pro-Quest and Library and 

Archives Canada. The results might also be disseminated at public and academic conferences 

and presentations. A summary write up will be made available for members through the Glencoe 

Life and for employees through presentations and the employee newsletter. All research 

participants will also receive a copy of the research results and final report. 

The benefits of this research for the Glencoe Club members and employees would include 

enhanced member experiences, positive relationships between members and members and 

employees, increased employee work satisfaction due to positive relationships, organizational 

stability through membership stability and attraction of future employees. 
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As the researcher, I will maintain your confidentiality, but I cannot promise this on behalf of the 

other participants in the process. However, I will request that all participants respect the 

confidential nature of this study and not share identifying information with others. 

Your comments and contributions will remain anonymous unless you agree to be identified. All 

documentation will be kept strictly confidential. Please note that your valuable ideas and 

opinions will appear in the report itself. However, no personal information such as your name or 

personally identifiable information will be used to attribute those comments to you. 

All data is collected on password-protected computers and all participants will remain 

anonymous. As the online method will be hosted on Zoom where data may be stored in the USA, 

data is stored on servers in the USA and may be subject to examination by the US government 

under the USA Patriot Act. While this likelihood is small, I am required to let you know of this 

possible risk. The data will be destroyed once the research report has been submitted and 

approved. 

As lead researcher with Royal Roads University and also Recreation Manager at The Glencoe 

Club, there may be a perception of a conflict of interest or researcher bias. In order to minimize 

any potential conflict of interest or researcher bias, the inquiry team includes four different 

Glencoe employees, a past board member and two external Royal Road University Master of 

Arts in Leadership Students. All participants will be notified of this dual role and any 

participation will be strictly voluntary. 

Your participation is completely voluntary. If you do choose to participate, you are free to 

withdraw at any time although as comments influence subsequent comments and thus comments 

made prior to withdrawing will remain as anonymous data within the café transcripts. Similarly, 

if you choose not to participate in this research project, this information will be maintained in 

confidence. 

This research project has been approved by the RRU Research Ethics Board. If you have any 

questions regarding your rights as a research participant, please contact the Office of Research 

Ethics at [email address]. 

 I consent to the audio recording of the World Café Session. All audio files will be 

transcribed and destroyed within one year of the discussion. 

 I understand that all information provided during this study will be treated 

confidentially. 

 I consent to quotations and excerpts expressed by me through the World Café be 

included in this study, provided anonymity is maintained. 

 I commit to respect the confidential nature of the World Café by not sharing identifying 

information about the other participants. 
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 I understand that once I have contributed perspectives, ideas and/or strategies, I am able 

to withdraw from the study, but any contributions to the project will remain included in 

the study. 

 I understand that I am free to contact any of the persons involved in the research to seek 

further clarification and information or withdraw consent. 

By signing below, I indicate that I am over the age of 19 and have read and understood the 

information above and give my free and informed consent to participate in this project. Please 

note, a return email indicating consent is sufficient if access to a scanner/printer is not available. 

 

Name: _____________________________________________________________ 

(Please Print) 

Signed: _________________________________ 

Date: _________________________________ 
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Appendix F: World Café Employee Membership Engagement Findings Presentation 
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Appendix G: The Circle Way Member Focus Group Recruitment Poster 
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Appendix H: World Café Employee Recruitment Poster 
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Appendix I: Focus Group Consent Form 

Advancing Membership Engagement in the Sport and Recreation Industry Using Social 

Relationships Focus Group Research Informed Consent Form 

 
By signing this form, you agree that you are over the age of 19 and have read the invitation 

information for this study. Your signature or return email states that you are giving your 

voluntary and informed consent to participate in this research project and any data contributed 

can be used in the final report and any other knowledge outputs (articles, conference 

presentations, newsletters, etc.). 

As the online method will be hosted on Zoom where data may be stored in the USA, data is 

stored on servers in the USA and may be subject to examination by the US government 

under the USA Patriot Act. While this likelihood is small, I am required to let you know of 

this possible risk. 

 I consent to the audio recording of the focus group. All audio files will be transcribed and 

destroyed once the research report has been submitted and approved. 

 I understand that all information provided during this study will be treated confidentially. 

 I consent to quotations and excerpts expressed by me through the focus group be included 

in this study, provided anonymity is maintained. 

 I commit to respect the confidential nature of the focus group by not sharing identifying 

information about the other participants. 

 I understand that once I have contributed data, I am able to withdraw from the study, but 

any data contributed will remain included in the study. 

 I understand that I am free to contact any of the persons involved in the research to seek 

further clarification and information or withdraw consent. 
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By signing below, I indicate that I have read and understood the information above and give my 

free and informed consent to participate in this project. Please note, a return email indicating 

consent will be considered sufficient in absence of a printer/scanner. 

 

Name: _____________________________________________________________ 

(Please Print) 

Signed: ____________________________________________________________ 

Date: ______________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix J: Focus Group Type A (Active Members) Participant Questions 

1. Tell us the story of how you became a Glencoe Member? 

2. What would you say is a valuable club experience and give an example? 

a) How important were social relationships in influencing this experience? 

b) How important are social relationships in the value of your membership? 

3. How do social relationships influence how you use The Glencoe Club? 

4. How has the pandemic influenced the way you connect with other Glencoe members? – was 

not completed due to time constraints 

5. If you had any wishes or hopes for enhancing membership experience, what would they be? 
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Appendix K: Focus Group Type B (House & Social Members) Participant Questions 

1. Tell us the story of what prompted you to join The Glencoe Club? 

2. What would you say is a valuable club experience and do you have an example of one? 

a. How did social relationships influence this experience? 

b. How important are social relationships in the value of your membership? 

3. How do social relationships influence how you plan to use The Glencoe Club? 

4. How has the pandemic influenced the way you connect with others? 

5. If you had any wishes or hopes for enhancing membership experience, what would they be? 
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Appendix L: Inquiry Team Member Letter of Agreement 

Advancing Membership Engagement in the Sport and Recreation Industry Using Social 

Relationships 

Inquiry Team Member Letter of Agreement/Consent Form 

In partial fulfillment of the requirement for a Master of Arts in Leadership Degree at Royal 

Roads University, Suzette O’Byrne will be conducting an inquiry study in regard to the role of 

social relationships in a private sport and social club at The Glencoe Club. The student’s 

credentials with Royal Roads University can be established by contacting the School of 

Leadership Studies Program Head, Dr. Kathy Bishop at [telephone number] or email [email 

address]. 

Inquiry Team Member Role Description 

As a volunteer Inquiry Team Member assisting Suzette O’Byrne with this project, your role may 

include one or more of the following: providing advice on the relevance and wording of 

questions, editing, and reducing bias within the project, supporting the logistics of the data 

gathering methods, including reviewing analysis of data, and/or reviewing associated knowledge 

products to assist Suzette O’Byrne. In the course of this activity, you may be privy to 

confidential inquiry data. 

Confidentiality of Inquiry Data 

In compliance with the Royal Roads University Research Ethics Policy, under which this inquiry 

project is being conducted, all personal identifiers and any other confidential information 

generated or accessed by the inquiry team advisor will only be used in the performance of the 

functions of this project and must not be disclosed to anyone other than the persons authorized to 

receive it, both during the inquiry period and beyond it. Recorded information in all formats is 

covered by this agreement. Personal identifiers include participant names, contact information, 

personally identifying terms or phrase or comments, and any other personally identifying 

information. Personal information will be collected, recorded, corrected, accessed, altered, used, 

disclosed, retained, secured, and destroyed as directed by Suzette O’Byrne, under direction of the 

Royal Roads Academic Supervisor. 

Inquiry Team Members who are uncertain whether any information they may wish to share about 

the project they are working on is personal or confidential will verify this with Suzette O’Byrne. 
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Statement of Informed Consent: 

I have read and understand this agreement. 

Name: ______________________________________  

(Please Print) 

Signature: ___________________________________ 

Date: _______________________________________ 


